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A3STRACT

Current technologies in the fields of telecormunications

and computer processing are becoring increasingly integrated

to the extent that *distributed' computer networks are

assuming key roles in communications. The cor plex

computerized systems necessary to support mcdern military

command and control requirements are expensive. Designing

such systems by trial and error is not feasible, yet no

other viable alternatives exist. This thesis offers an

original methodology for evaluating the predicted

performance of military automated systems. Using Petri-Nets

as a Todeling tocl, computer simulations with color graphics

output are. performed to demonstrate the feasibilty of this

approach as a systems design tool.
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I IN' RODUCT ION

ks rilitary planrers look forwe-d to the design of

futurn commend, control, and cormunications (C?, systems,

several key factors should be at the forefront of their

thinking. First of all, it is readily apparent that there

has been a proliferation of computer resources for military

applications. Even the most "tactical" of systems today is

becomlnz a sizeable collection of omnuters, databases,

sensors and information-handling equipment.

Se'condly, one can sense that the fields of

telecommunications and computer science are becorring

increasirgly integrated. Although these once-separate

disciplines have vory different histories and traditions,

thoy are experiorcing a tec.Lnolo.ical convergence which is

having far-reaching implications for both the military and

civilian societies. Today the corcepts and techniques of

computer processing have been Integrated with commrunications

to the extent that both fields share the sare lkird of loeic,

storage, switching and transmission. Because information

handling system's now erploy teleror-runicetiors and

irformation in such an intimate mixture, it is difficult to

distineuish what in the system Is corputer processing and

what is comrunicaticns.

A. third key factor should be a realization that cert.in

concepts of computer communication networks ani distributed

r9



system architectures offer advantages for milItary

applications due to the Dotential for survivability end lack

of centralization.

Computer networks are ofter created spontaneously by

corbI ng computers and communications. The groowth of

ccmiputer networks is one of the siFnif'izant outcomes of the

convergence of the two disciplines. An extensive arrey of

corputirn resources can be connected over a wide Peogrephic

area via telecommunications channels. The potential

architectures for such networks are limitless when one

consilers the variety of hardware, software, protocols en!

georaphi^ distributions that might comprise the system.

Arother key factor is that system planners reed to focus

their efforts upon total system integration. Tactical

automated systems tend to be develoned individually to reet

unicue missicn requiremerts. For instan-e, separato systems

are typically justified and developed for missions of' fire

control, air defense, intelligence, personnel management and

loeistics, etc. While these separate systems may peform

satisfactorily alone, there is difficulty in previdirg a

suitable managenent information system by whlch the overall

commander or decisior-maker can have access to the

information in all these separate systems in a format that

is easy to ur.derstar.d and use.

Another irportant consideration is that the

proliferation of automated systems places a severe burden

u.on the communications equipment that links systems

°'ie



together. There is a tendency for automated systems to be

senarately develored with insufficient emphasis pla,-ed uDor.

the communicaticns equirent that will transmit the

information. In other words, the sensors and pro-essors of a

syster ray work srlendidly, but plarners must not take it

for granted that the data will arrive at the correct

destination in an error-free condition.

The communications equipment and channelizatio that

carry the inforration rust be as carefully ergi-eered qs the

other comnonents of the system. In addition, the data on the

cha-nel -ust be in a forrat that Is co-patIble wth other

systems. The U.S. Army is coming tn grips with the fact that

if the sore 50 tactical autorated systems on the drawing

boards were to be fielded for use at the cprps level, there

exists no communications equipment capable of carrying the

vast volume of information these systems would gereratp. In

addition, when the communications ecuirrent rust o-erate

with specifications of transmission security, jam

resistance, an! low probability of intercept in a severe

electronic warfare threat environment, the design

difficulties are considerably maenified.

t Lastly, military planners should be concerned about

being able to accurately predict system performance. An

accurate predictor of system performance is needed for use

by those in procurement duties to ensure that performance

specifications given by contractors will in fact prove to be

true whet a new system is fielded. 'Ianagers of currently

,,1



operational systems also require this service. They are

asking in the course of daily duties such questions as: 'hat

would be the effect of increased buffer srece at this busy

location? What would be the irmpact on total systerr

perforyance if' a particular node or link in the network is

removed? Such a desire for prediction of system Performance

has created great emphasis upon modeling techniques and

computer simulations of systems to answer these questions.

All of the above factors have given impetus to this

thesis. A narticular modeling tool which addresses these

needs is described (the Petri-,et) and is irplemented to

facilitate communications network modeling.

The paper presents three primary points of ori4inal

work:

1. It is demonstrated that automated networks car be

meaningfully modeled with the use of Petri-Nets.

2. It is shown that Petri-Net models of networks can be

adapted for effectiva computer execution ard display o- a

color -raphics terminal. Simulations which incorporate

graphics output are more eas ly understood erd have

considerable educational value.

,. The results of this research indicate that the

implementation of such a moleling technique in a production

environment as a predictor of system performance is

feasible.

I The above Z points, although successfully implemented

in the Naval Postgraduate School C3 laboratory, represent a

. 12
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new area of research in a Preliminary stage of develonrent.

Y'uture investigation Is requirel to expand and validate this

approach.
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II. NETWORKS: "OTIVATIO. , TA CNCMY ANr PEFORMNCF

A. INTRCDUCTION

Predicting the performance of an autcmated network can

indicate a measure cf a system's effectiveness and

etficienny.[31 Evaluating a system's performance is a

complex task. This task often requires modeling. Many

performance modifieatiors are more suitably performed on

rodels than the actual system, because "trial and error"

oroluction is not feasible economically. This chapter

discusses the motivations for network design and the

practicalities of predicting network performance.

B. MOTIVATION FOR TET ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE

The magnitude of information processing in the plited

States is unprecedented and still growing. Computer

processing and communications make a rajor portior of

currently accessable information availablp to federal

arencies ard commerical businesses. As the country is

becoming increasingly dependent on the need for information,

the existance of reliable, effective computer communication

networks is essertial to transport computer-processed

information.

With the added cost of energy, the attractiveness of

moving resources to the user via computer communications

networks is apparent.[]5 The performance evaluation of these

networks is, therefore, a measure of the system's ability to

>1 14
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meet user raquirements.

Adequate performance evaluation tools currently do not

exist. Therefore, decision-makers responsible for selectine

new systems usually rely on the designer's claims as to

performance, and procure systems accordingly.

3oth the civilian and military cormunities place very

heavy demands on communication's facilities during crisis

situatiors. Throughout history existing systems have often

not been sufficient to carry such communications traffic.

lei

The civilian community shares these problems. Oa ny

networks are ergineered to carry mean traffic loads and are

not planned for crisis contigencies. The commerical

telephone network, for instance, is inundated with traffic

Christmas and Mother's Day, severely degrading system

performance. The disruntive affects of e national emergency

on all types of automated networks can only be imagir.ed.

In the Defense Corrmunications Agency (DCA), work is

presently ur.der way to develop tools for evaluating the

performance of planned computer communication retworks. "'his

effort is underway because developmert of these expensive1 systems by "trial and error" can no longer be afforded. The

necessity to have confidence in the system's ability to meet

design specifications before production is essential, since

normal federal procurement cycles stretch out over eight to

ten years. This confidence can be insured by utilizing

effective performance evaluation tools.

A
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C. TAXONOYT

k great deal of ambiguity exists in the jargon of the

networkire fleld. [7] Therefore, several recurring network

descriptions are defined in this chapter to provide a

consistent vo'-abulary. Using these definitions, network

issues can then be succinctly conveyed to the reader.

1 . N-ztworks

The term "network" conveys the concept of

irdividualized cells ard a degree of interconnectivity. A

network exists for the -urpose of achievinp a desired

objective. The individual charpcteristics of networks are

related to network topology, hardware configurations, and

software control features designed to accommodate the user's

requIrements.

2. Cotrruter Communication Networks

A computer communication network" is a system

consisting of one or more computers and terminals, and a

communications subsystem which connects them. [71 The

, primary purpose of this network is to facilitate the

efficient flow of data, and provide the required supportive

processirg functions. The communications subsyster consists

of transmission facilities and associated commurications

* processors. Corrmuricatiors processors are corputers

dadicated to exclusively handling communications tasks.

. The classification of computer corurication

networks often centers around the network topology, network

connectivity, switching protocol and the degree of

I-6
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imple!-entation of s'rstem-wide control features.

The term centralized computer cormuri-ation

network" is used to define a network that possesses a high

degree of centralized functions. ,-ncther network

classification, "distributed systems", is used to describe a

low degree of centralized functions.

The differences between centralized computer

communication networks and distributed systems reveal

themselves in the degree to which system functions are

distributed. There are no concise metrics which delineate

the exact classification of a network. The interpretation is

subjective.

Further elaboration on specific advantares and

disadvantages of the distribution of system functions and

the definition of distributable functicrs can be found in

CTspER [6).

Centralized corruter networks essentially for.alize

the system control structure into pre-selected system

control nodes. These nodes contain what is often referred to

as the network control programs (4CP). The NC? can control

the processing, database management and communications

manarement functions. This type of networking

characteristically has a low degree of fault tclerance
because network direction emr-iates from only one node

imposing network restrictions should this nore be damaged.

Distributed systems, hcwever, are typified by the

distribution of system ranagerient functions. Although no

1?
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pure distributed systems exist in reality, the term is

widely used to indicate a high degree of distributed

functions within a network. This "Deer" structure acts in. a

cootarative se.se. Pouting algorithms, for exarrtle, rely or.

information that is "cooneratively" passed from node to

neighboring node, thereby deriving inforratioy', not on a

global basis but on a localized one. Distributed systems

have a high degree of survivability and are, therefore, .more

fault tolerant than centralized computer communication

networks. The advantage of distributed systems is. however,

partially offset by the increased "overhead" necessary to

coordinate svstem functions.

3. Further Reading

Numrerous terms used in networking contribute to

confusion due to the lack of an industry-wide standardized

taxonomy. The intent here was to define certain keywords

used throughout this thesis. Further clarification of

system's taronomy, althouph important, is not discussed.

Taxonomical studies recommended are (21, [91 and [231.

D. PERFORMFNCE PREDICTION AND MODELING

Performance" is defined as the degree to which the

system fulfills user requirements. In terms of networks,

these measures are often determined by thie network's

workload capacity or throuchput in the sense that the

network can first perform the desired functions and secondly

perform with a degree of timeliness. [4]

..
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The ideal means of measuring network Deformance is to

extract data from the system itself. The e-ollection of data

fror eristing networks is often difficult. The performance

testing of networks under heavy traffic loads or those

orerating in a degraded rode is a sensitive matter, because

interference of the monitoring equipment can not be

tolerated. Networks in design phases, of course, can not be

measured and require alternative assessment methods.

The modeling of existing and planned networks has beeome

an important component of perforrance evaluation. As an

added benefit, rodeline also facilitates the understanding

jof a system's design and interrelationships.
The modeling process can follow one of several different

techniques or a combination thereof. The primary techniques

are: 1) mathematical modeling and 2) simulation.

Mathematical modeling employs theories of queuing and

flow by dascrlbing certain network characteristics in sets

of equations. The process is, however, complex and often

assures away critical parameters. The primary disadvantage

with mathematical modeling appears to be just this problem

of assurptions. Too ?!any assumrttons i!mpose an unacceptable

Sidegree of abstraction. Although the validity of mathematical

modeling techniques has been confirmed [4]. the methodology

Is often understandable only by the modeler.

Simulation, the second alternative, leads the modeler to

numerous techniques. A simulation is an abstraction of

concepts pertinent to the problem being studied, and tpon

SW La
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which the modeler can apply varying experimental variables.

The -odel simulates only those features the modeler feels

are relevent to the problem. Herein lies the critical dancer

of simulation. The darger may best be expressed by the

question, Does the model bear relevancy to the real problem?

The major problem of simulation, as well as analytical

models, is therefore the validation of the rodel. Many

simulation experts talk in terms of performance reliability

factors but fail to state that these fectors may be just

derived from outputs of a model, and the closeness of the

model to reality may or may not be substantiated.

The modeling process itself consists of the construction

of the model, followed by the validation of the model, and

finally modifications to the model based on results of the

validation process.

Once the model has been defined, simulations are run

with the model to evaluate network behavior. The problem is

to predict peformance of real networks by evaluatiRg

behavior on the network models. The simulations then provide

a eans by which network design deficiencies can be

A identified and corrected.

Atother issue in simulation analysis is the area of

overdesign. Simulations should indicate those syste:s

components that do not add to the capabilities of the

network. This analysis can measure the device utilization of

specific components within the network.

20
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The key measurement of a computer communication network

is the network's workload capacity or throughput. Throughput

is generally measured in nurrber of message units per time

period, and provides a measure of effectiveness and

efficiency of the system. The parameters invnlved in

throughput are: i) network configuration (topology). 2)

network control algorithms, and 3) network reliability.

E. SUMMAPY

A solution to predicting performance in systems where

the collection of iata is difficult or the syste is in

design stages, is to build a model of the system. The model

could then be tested over the entire s.rectrum of

performance specifications.

The goal of performance evaluation is the prediction of

the degree to which the system fulfills the intended

objectives. The major concern ir computer communication

networks is the degree to which the network can Derform the

task and the degree of efficiency with which the task is

corDleted. A by-product of the evaluation should be the

identification of areas of over and under-desipn. Once

4 design failures have beer identified, design tradeoff

decisions can then be made. This process of performance

analysis is aimed at optimizing the existing or rla-ned

network's performance and ensuring that the performance

meets the contracted user recuirements.

21



III. MILITA.P' APPLICATIONS OF DISTRI3UTFD SYSTFM TFC=NOLOY

A. I-T2ODUCTION

This chapter discusses current rilitary programs and

research efforts that are applyinr the concect of autoirated

networks to tactical missions. It is written to live the

reader some background information on programs ard

terminolmgy. With this background, the applicability of the

simulations described in later chapters will be clearer.

B. PACKET S'JITCHINC

The transmission of computer to co.puter digital

messages has had significant impact on communications

switching techniques. In fact, the concept of packet

switching was invented to a large extent tecause of the

unique requl rerents of comnuter based systems. Packet

switching was designed as an alternative to circuit

switching.

The circuit switching technique of older communications

systems is a method of establishing a route for

comirunicatiors traffic whereby a cnmplete link between the

calling ard receiving station is set up and mairtained

exclusively for the oxchange of those two stptiors. The

connection is maintained until one of the stations breaks

off transmission or reception. A technque surh as this

tends to be wasteful in computer comm.unications because

computer communications are typically "bursty" in nature;

22
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that is, the messapes are very short in duration and require

fast responses.

Packet switchinE is desigr.ed to make efficient use of a

ccp unications channel when tne traffic is bursty. fill I-

this technique massages are divided into discrete 'hackets.

k pack-et is a block of information containing a fixed number

of bits. Each packet contains the text of the message plus a

control header. The header contains enough infor.ration (for

example, source, destination, routinp plan, message sequence

number, etc.) to guarantee the packet will arrive at the

:roner destination. In addition, there will usually be some

checks or each such block, so that any switch through which

the packet passes may exercise some degree of error control.

?igure 1. shows a typical composition of a packet of

information bits. This narticular examnle Is ta.cen from a

packet radio network. [IF]

In a packpt-switching network. the packet reoresents the

fundamental unit of transportation. One messare ray be

broken into several packets and each paeket may be

independently routed to its final destination. Of course, at

the destination the rackets must be re-assembled in the

correct order to reconstruct the original message.

Because rackets of the same messare can be sert by

different routes, congestion on the network can be

decreased. Fach packet contains its own control information

in the header, and there are no lengthy conrection and

disconnect times as in the case of circuit switched systems.

23
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HEADER LENGTH- PACKET LENGTH

SOURCE IDENTIFICATION

DESTINATION IDENTIFICATION

SEQUENCE NUMBER

SPP PACKET IDENTIFICATION
AND FUNCTION

WORKING HOP COUNT PRNET HEADER

RESERVED FOR MEASUREMENT

PACKET ROUTE WORD 0

ROUTE WORD I

ROUTE WORD 2

ROUTE WORD 3

0-116 DATA WORDS

CYCLIC
32-BIT REDUNDANCY ICAP TRAILER

.1CHFCKS()M 
I

FIGURE 1 FORMAT OF PRNET PACKET (PIlCAP3)
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It should be noted that messages which are broken into

packets are only meaningful within the network. When packets

are passed through gateways intc cther packet-switched

networks, a new intra-net level of protocol is required.

C. TFE APPAMET

Perhaps the best known exarrple in the military of a

large scale distributed system is the ARPANET". This research

effort has been sponsored by the Defense Department's

Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA'. The ARPANET is a

non-secure, Dacket-switched, distributed comnuter

communication network which links together the computing

facilities at universities and military installations across

the continental United States and reaches overseas to London

and Hawaii.

'"he Justificatior and advantages of a network such as

the APPPNET are summarized in the following excerpts from

the text Com.Duter-Commrunlcation Networks written in 1973:

Cre of the most successful aspec'ts of the eyperitrents

in the use of time-shared computer systems conducted dtri g

* the past decade was the ability to share computing resources

among all the users of the system. Controlled sharing of

data and software, as well as the sharing cf the

time-sharing system hardware, has lei to much higher

programming productivity and better overall utilization of

the corputing and user resources.
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Even in these tirme-sharing systems, however, the system

capacity was simply not large erough to nerfor, all the

storage reouirements and computing potential that a de4-ision

maker required. There was the lack of a la r-e er ough

community (critical rrpss rhenomenor) in a sin,!e arplication

area. Although it is possible to physically transfer

programs or data fror one community to another, this causes

restrictions in language standards and hardware systems.

To quote further: "A viable alternative to program

transferability, while permitting full rescource sharint, is

to rrovide a comunications syster that will permit users to

access remote programs or data as if they were lo'al users

to that system. In addition, it should be possible for a

user to create a program on his local machine that could

make use of existinr' programs in the network as if they were

available on his lo'-al machine. Oather than tryi-g to rove

the prorrams from ma hirne to machine, the network would

allow the user or his program to com.municate with a mrachIne

on which the prorram already executes. If enou-h machines

can be connected into such a network, the total ccrunity in

any particular application area would be sufficiertly large

enough to reach critical rass." fil

This, essentially, is the rationale for military

applications of the APPANET research, both on the stratpgic

and tactleal level.
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D. MILITAkT APPLICATIONS

We have spoken in a previous chapter of the tremendous

growth of automated data systems. Tactical data systems, be

they for the purpose of intelligence, nescnnel management,

fire direction, logistics, or comirend and control, tend to

be engineered and developed separately without the

consideration of total military mission. Nevertheless, the

battlefield commander cannot malre wise decisiors based on

input from just one of these systems. There is a Pood deal

of interplay between all of these functioral areas, and all

must be considered.

One sinale tactical comnuter i- a single coirard post

could not be built to store and update all of the data

represented in the combired systems. And if it could, such

centralization would be unwise. The answer seems to be a

distributed comnuter networ built to interconrect end share

the resources of the individual systems. This means

overlaying an ARPa.N2T-like architecture onto a serips of

distributed processors on the battlefield.

The kPPANFT distributed architecture Peciraphicelly

separates data bases and computing resources. This

distribution tends to decentralize a network, moving fret a

traditional hierarchical configuration to a grid or

mesh-type cor.ficuration. Such decentralization is important

to overall system survivability and reliability. A network

architecture such as this is capable of remaining

operatioral if one or .ore nodes is rerderel

2?
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non-oDerational. The architepture, combined with packet

switchine technology, allows for sufficient alternate

routing capability to ensure a robust syster. It offers

sienificant improvement over some of the present "backbone"

(hierarchical) systems in which the failure of ore node

alon? the chain would completely disrupt communications on

the entire network.

It is obvious that a mobile and tactical application of

A PANT technology would offer new challerges to system

engineering. ost apparent is the fact that ARPANrT sites

are interconnected by high speel, low-error, fixed telephone

circuits. ThIs kind of interconnectivity is nct possible on

a dynamic battlefield. The only other alternative is to

utilize mobile, digital radio equipment to achieve

connectivity.

E. TFIF ALOHA SYSTY

Several years aro researchers at the University of

Hawaii began work on such hardware. Recause there was an

unusually high error rate on the local telephone lines,

rerote users of the university computer were unable to

effectively communicate with the computinp facility. This

led to a research program to irvestigate the use of burst'I

radio transmission in place of telephone lines for

error-free, line-of-sight corunications to the computer

center. The resulting effort became known as the Aloha

System, a series of packet-switched, ultra-high frequency

(UHF), radio terminals. [13]
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The Aloha System is essentially a broadcast,

multi-access network. The "broadcast -apability" of a radio

channel imniles that a sigral gpnerated by a radio

transmitter may bp received over a wide area ny any number

of rece 1vrs. "Multi-access capability" of a radio channel

means that any number of users may transmit ever a common

channel. Fence, all users within line-of-sight of one

another form a network that is crmpletely connected,

independent of the number of users.

F. PACTTT RADIO INTROrUCTIC4

Research done at the University of iawaii led to the

development of packet radio. Packet Radio extends the Aloha

System to military uses. The goals of military experimental

versions of a packet radio system differ from those of the

original leha net in the followino areas: (131

(i) Distributed control of the network management

functions should be provided amonR multiple stations for

reliability, and the use of a netted array of possibly

redundant repeaters for area coverage as well as for

reliability should be included.

(2) The system should use spread-spectrum signaling for

coexistance with other Dossibly different systems in the

same band and for antijam protection. Surface acoustic wave

techroloRy has become a viable current choice for irat-hed

filtering in the receiver.

(') Tie provision of authenticalon and arti-deceptio

mechatisms is required.

29
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(4) System .rotecols should be incorporated that nerform

network map ing to locate and label repeaters, route

determination ana resource allocation. remcte debuz-inz, and

other distributed network functiors.

(5) The use of various implementaticn te hniques to

provide efficient operational eouinrent such as repeater

power shutdown except while processing packets shculd be

included.

_ecause packet radios operate withir a broadcast

network, and all the network radios use a commo. frequency

band (1710-1850 (Fz), tnis technolcy has sore favorable

imnlications for freauerncy man.agement and frequency

conservatior. Accordire to current military loctrine, the

frequency spectrum is allocated roughly in accordance with

each user's stated requirement. In an Army or Marine

rivision this results In a frequency management problem of

too many nets requiring too few frequencies ard a constant

threat of derraded communications due to mutual inteference

problems. Once a frequency is allocated for a particular

mission, it is not available for use by others in the same

area.

This might be an effective management technique if each

assined band were actually used most of the time. In

practice this is not usually the case, and much of the

frequency spectrur is idle (not enraged in carrying

traffic).

30
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A broadnast network in which a number of users share a

co rorn broad frequency band offers Improvement to this

situetior. The limited frequency snectrui could be used !-ore

efficiently if (1) the shared frequency band was wide enough

to allow all users to transrit required traffic, (2) a

channel access schere was defined such that all users could

access the channel when needed while at the sane time

allowing little or no mutual interferenpe, and (3) the

channel usage was high enough to ensure ririrur emrpty time

when the channol was not in use.

G.. C A NFt kCCFSS SCHMFS

One primary means of categorizing radio broadcast

systems is the method employed for channel access. As

mentioned earlier, packet communications have found

irportant applications in ground-based radio Information

distribution, and in this situatior there exists a co.rron

broadcast channel that is available and shared by a

multiplicity of users. Because these users demard access to

the channel at unpredictable times, sore access scheme must

be irtroduced to coordinate their use of the channel in a

way which prevents degradations and nutual interference.

A large number of channel access ideas heve been

invented, analyzed and described in current literature. For

a suirary of these scheres, see (141. All of these schones,

however, mlirht be placed in one of three broad categories.

(151 Fach category has its own advantages and costs.
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1. Category I

The first category involves random access contention

scherres whereby little or no control is exerte! on the users

in ac-essing the channel. This results in the oc-asional

collision of packets on the air. k collision 17DlIes that at

least one collidi'n packet is unintelligible and that

channel usability for the time of the collision may be lost.

Access schemes which fall into this first caterory are the

pure Aloha, the slotted Aloha, and to a lesser extent,

Carrier Sarse MultiTle Access. These are the access metbods

used by packet radio systems.

To better understand ra-dor access contention

schemes, consider the example shown in Figure 2. There are

some number of users, each of which transmits sore rurber of

packets of time duration "tau" at randor times. ine fcur,

labeled ST"1, indicates the total traffic that all the users

attempt to send in a fixed time.

In this example all traffic is able to be

transmitted without conflict except fcr the collision

indicated by the hashed area. These two packets (?-1 and

K-i) may both be unrecognizable to the receiving station (at

,, least o-e will be unreadable) and both could require

t retransmission.

In the non-slotted Aloha random access technique,

rarkets are transritted as soon as they reach the tcn cf the

transmit queue at the radio. No consideration is irade of

current chanrel activity. Therefore, they risk collisior

32
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with other packets on the air.

In the slotted Aloha rethod, time is broken into

discrete quartities equal to the raximum time of rrorag.ticr

within the network. Users are restricted to trarsmlssic.

only at the beginning of each time slot. Again, collisions

iray be frequent.

In the carrier-sense mode, the radios listen before

they talk and thereby reduce the risk of packet collisions.

The radio senses the state of the channel before

transmitting. If the channel is occupied, the radio waits a

random arount of tire and senses the state of the charnel

again before attempting to transmit.

An important measure of peformance for evaluating

these random access techniques is "throughput. Throughput

in packet radio technology is defined slightly differently

than the definition given in Chapter II. Here it is defined

as the percentage of time that the channel is actually

occupied by useful traffic. Or, to put it another way, it is

the message density on the channel. Is the chancel carrying

useful traffic (non-collidin packets) most of the time, or

is there a lot of time wasted between packets when the

channel is empty?

Figures 3 and 4 show how throughput is calculated in

both techniques.
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RANDOM ACCESS SCHEMES
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It should be obvious that throughput is hizher in

the carrier-sense mode due to the decreased number of

collisions. In fact, analysis has shown that the raxinum

throughput possible with the non-slotted Aloha method is

approximately 1/2e or 18.4%. Throughput in the slotted Aloha

method is twice as high as the non-slotted method (360).

Throughputs as high as .80 to .90 have been obtained using

the carrier-sense mode for cases in which the channel

propagation time is small compared to message duration. 1oth

of these methods are classified as asynchronous.

Another important measure of peformance for

distributed computer systems is a low delay time. This means

that queries and responses between the system and the user

take a minimum amount of waiting time. A short delay time is

important when there are many interactive users on the net.

Typically, in order to decrease delay time packet length is

shortened. Long packet lengths, however, are necessary to

increase throughput, shorten queue lengths and decrease

processing overhead per bit.

On the battlefield, calls for fire from a forward

observer would typically be short ressages requiring a fast

response, whereas, intelligence summaries are normally
Iv

several pages long and require no reply. If both types of

messages are carried by the same ccmmunicaticns :,hannel, one

can readily understand why there are tradeoffs between

throughput and delay time.
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2. Category II

At the opposite extre.me of caterories of radio

channel access mrethods, there are szh .es whic! use

completely static reservation access methods. These schemes

pre-assign capacity to users and effectively create

dedicated" as cpposed to multi-access chanrels. Such

schemes as Time Division Multiple Access (TDtVA), Frequency

Division Multiple Access (FrMA), and Code Division Multiple

Access (CDMA) fall irto this category. The Joint mactical

Information Distribution System (JTIrS), Phase I, and the

U.S. Marine Corps Position Location Reporting Syste-r (PLPS)

use the TrVA scheme in which time is broken down intc

discrete intervals. The laroest time cycle (called an

epoch" in JTIDS) is divided into thousands of smaller time

slots or windows. Each user on the broadcast retwork is

assiwned one or many time slots in which he can transmit

messages. After the passage of the cyclic time period his

time slot again appears and he can transmit again. This

technique, obviously, is nighly dependent upon all users

maintaining accurate time synchrorization. The FDMA an! CT.A

scheres have also been developed to statically assign each

user a fixed portion of the channel according to a unique

frequency or code respectively. Here the problem is that a

bursty user will often not use his preassipned capacity, in

which case it is wasted. When a user is idle his portion of

the channel cannot be used by other stations with traffic.



3. Category III

Between these two extremes are the dyraric

reservation systems which only assign channel capacity to a

user when he has data to send. In these schemes a certain

pcrtion of th- channel is set aside in which to dynamically

schedule transmission times. Several schemes fall into this

category. In a Pollirg scheme the user waits passively to be

asked if he has data to send. In an active reservation

schem'e the user asks for capacity when he needs it. In the

Mini-Slotted Alternating Priority scheme a token is passed

among numbered users in a prearranged sequence, giving each

permission to transmit when he receives a token. The cost of

these schemes is the overhead required to implement the

dynamic reservations.

The following Figure 5. su.marizes the costs of

these three categories. [IE]

The Cost of Distributed Resources

Access Collisions Control Idle

Method Overhead Capacity

A Random Access Contention yes no no

Dynamic Reservation no yes ro

Fixed Allocation no no yes
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H. CUR7RNT PROGRAMS

As was previously mentioned, before lar.e scale

distributed data systems can be introdL.ed tn a rcbile

battlefield, higher capacity Pommunications hardware is

required. The U.S. Army is working on two progrems to reet

this requirement. The two systems under development are the

PLRS/JTIDS hybrid and packet radio.

An Army Letter of Agreement [251 which addresses the

need for these systems reads: "There is an urgert need for

communications capable of supporting existing and proerarred

automated systems for Air Defense, Vield Artillery,

Intelligence, and Command and Control. Characteristics of

machine-to-machine communications, coupled with the need for

fast reacticn times and a high degree of mobility, result in

a requirement for a sDecialized distributed data

cor-runications system. Without this data cocrnunicatior.s

improvement, highly sophisticated and highly effective

weapon systems fielded in the early 19EZ2s will not operate

to full potential.

In further describing present co-mu-ications systers

4 this document speaks of existing equipment as being

S"technologically old, generally manually connected, too

large and i!mobile (multichannel), and requiring intensive

maintenance and logistical support." "The current

communication system cannot, without the addition of a

digital data communications capability, meet the demand

imposed by the emergence of automated systems in the early

8
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The precise extent of this communications shortfall is a

matter of intense study by the Integrated "actical

Communications Study (INTACS) Update Study effort.

The PLRS/JTIDS hybrid offers a solution to this probleir

in the mid-1980's. Packet radio, also, is a promising

technology to satisfy future tactical data distribution

missions. Its development schedule, however, effectively

eliminates it as a short term candidate.

1. PLRS/JTI£rS Hybrid

A detailed description of the PLS/JTIDS hybrid is

not possible here. Briefly stated, however, the system is a

computer based system which provides real time, secure data

communications, and position location and reporting

information for tactical forces. It combines desirable

features of both the PLRS an the JTIES systems, using

modified equipment from both systes. This syste- is planned

for introduction to the field by 1966.

In addition to work being done on the PLRS/JTIDS

* hybrid, the Army is monitoring or participating in some

interestirg tests with packet radio, described in the

following sections.

2. San Francisco Bay Experimental Packet Radio Network

The current experimental packet radio network being

supervised by SRI International is located in the San

Francisco ?ay area and has been operational c€ince July,

1976. Figure 6 (161 shows a map of the retwork sites.

39
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There are two station PRU's located at the Menlo Park site.

Each station has an associated PrP-1i computer attached. The

network has four fixed repeater sites spread over the area

and a variable number of packet radio user terminals

(typically four to six). There are two vehicular packet

radio terminals. These mobile terrinals are an important

aspect of the network, and a hand-off of a mobile terminal

from one repeater to another is frequently exercised.

3. The Fort Bragg Test Bed

The U.S. Army has also recently set up a test bed

for the evaluation of Packet Radio at Ft. ?ragg, North

Carolina. ARPA is sponsoring this effort, known as the Arrmy

Data Distribution System (ADDS). "The purpose of the ADDS

experiment is to develop an environment in the resident

XVIII Airborne Corps to perrit user participation in the

development, refinement and evaluation of innovative

concepts for deployment of distributed date in support of

future tactical Army data distribution requirements. (17]

In this multi-phased experiment, Ft. ?rage is

experiencing a step-by-step build up of resources. The first

phase of the experiment began in January, 1979. Three

computer terminals, a network processor (called a

TIP-Terminal Interface Processor) ard a host corputer were

installed at Ft. Iragg and connected via commercial

telephone lines into the ARPANET. After installation,

operator training began in 1-2 day courses.
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The second phase began in April, 1379 and the number

of terminals was increased to fifty. The training in these

phases acquainted operators of all ranks with the basic

preprogrammed capabilities of the APPNFT includinx

electronic mail, file management, directory maintenance,

text editing, and printing. More specific applications

geared to tactical information flow requirements are also

being tested in garrison.

Phase III of the ADDS experiment is currently going

on and involves the introduction of Packet Radio into the

testbed. The PR network at Ft. Bragg will evertually grow to

approximately 2e radios and 2 control stations. Initially,

the radios are being errloyed in garrison. to replace

hard-wired connections. In the future, they will be deployed

to the field in support of Corps exercises.

Packet Radio is expected to fullfill at least two

major roles in the Ft. Bragg testbed. The first is to

determine if this communications technology will satisfy the

tactical data coT.runications requirements of a corps on the

battlefield. In this role, the system will be placed into

the testbed as would any other communications syste

proposed for Army use. A second role is to provide a broad

band communications channel for other systems under

development which requires a data transfer capability. In

this role the PRNET would provide cormunications for TAC'IRFE

or some other intelligence or air defense system while

maintaining its ARPANFT connectivity as well. f17]
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Reports from the Ft. Bragg testbed indicate that the

XVIII Airborne Corps personnel have rapidly and

enthusiastically adapted to the computer based

comrunications technoloRy. It is possible that the use of

this data distribution technology can become as routine to

commanders and staffs as voice communications are today.

(171

In any case, the Ft. Bragg experiment represents an

innovative and unique approach to investiveating advanced

ccncepts in Army doctrine and tactics. The testbed is a

departure from traditional Army tests designed to arrive at

production decisions, and is being driven by the urgent reed

for increased tactical data distribution capability.

I. FUTURE IMPLICATIONS

Is is not an exageration to say that these are very

crucial days for the U.S. military. Resource investnent

decisions are more important now than ever bpfore in

history, and the consequences of bad judgement offer

potential for great loss. Some would argue that an

S Jever-increasing dependency upon technology by the armed

, forces is a very dangerous trend. Nevertheless, it is

apparent that electronics and telecommunications advances

are beginnine to have sip-ificant impact upon. strategy.

Chapter One of the U.S. Army Combat Communications Field

Manual is entitled "Command, Control, and Communications

(C3)". A quotation from this document helps to stress the

intensity of future battles and the necessity of accurate
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and realistic 9lannine for that engagement. [241

"The U.S. Army has arrived at a point where technology

and reality have outrun our old tactics or. fighting and left

them in the dust. We have come to the shocking realization

that the old way of doing things will not work ary rore."

A good example of the charge in combat reality facing

today's soldier is an often used statistic from the

Arab-Israeli War of 1973. In 20 days, over 1700 tarks were

destroyed between the two sides. That's as many tanks as

there are in five U.S. armored divisions. Technology has

improved the weapons systems to the point where a tank has a

50-50 chance of being hit by the first roun± fired at it. 'Ale

must retool our tactics to meet the reality of the next

fight."

Certainly the capabilities of an army's command and

control system has a great influence upon the capability of

the force as a whole. The trends and technolcgles dpscribed

in this chapter have far-reaching implications to doctrine

and pose some problems that have yet to be solved. It is

beyond the scope of this thesis to dwell or. these

implications in great length. A listing of the nost obvious

ones, however, is interesting and instructive.

1. Chain of Command

First of all, how will distributed systems change or

affect the traditional chain of command structure? C3 system

architectures typically reflect the chain of command within

an organization, and this results in most C3 systems bping
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very hierarchical in structure. Distributed systems tend to

be grid-like, peer structures. In a distributed system, is

it advantageous to practice the corcept of "skip echelon"

reporting, in which certain levels of command may send

traffic directly to the highest or lowest eleirerts without

intermediate "information only" stops? Certainly this would

tend to decrease the tite of delivery of messages ard would

avoid congestion on the network. Put can the intermediate

commanders afford to riss information that rright prove to be

critical or essential? '.hat affect do distributed

architectures have on the traditional role of :orirunicatiors

centers and message centers? Would the requirenent for these

functions be eliminated? When the network is organized ir a

peer structure, how are protocols designed in order to

preserve a "priority" system to message traffic? These are

questions that remain to be answered.

2. Network N'anaeement

Next, a very important question is the manner in

which network control and data base managerent is exercised.

Although distributed systems appear outwardly to be

decentralized, a static, inflexible network control design

would make the so-called "distributed" system as vulnerable

as its hierarchical predecessor. Clearly the responsibility

for network management and data base updating must be

transferable within the network, and the capability shculd

be shared by more than one station. There is a tradeoff

reached, however, between one station and multi-station

S45
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operation. The more nodes there are which can exercise

network control, the more vulnerable the entire network

becones to spoofing and deception techniques, and the rore

costly and complex it becomes. It is interesting to note

also, that some of the hardest decisions and longest delays

in the JTIDS program have dealt with this question of

network management.

3. iow Much Redundancy?

In addition to these important questions one rust

ask also, How ruch redundancy is enough?" Although

distributed networks are more survivable and redundant, what

kind of back-up systems are still required? Certainly an

increased dependency upon satellite communications in

today's world has decreased the investiert in long-haul,

high frequency (HF) communications systems. Sore have argued

with convincing reasoning that this is a dangerous position.

It is generally more attractive to enrineers and planners to

invent and employ new systems rather than to improve the

1; old. Nevertheless, it is necessary to retain and aiLntain

older, proven hardware as back-up, secondary equipment. The

question remains, "Fow much is enough?"

4. Propagation Loss Due to Higher Frequency

Because of the congestion existing at lower

frequencies and the high bandwidth requirerrents of new

automated sjstems, new communications equipment is being

designed to operate at very high carrier frequencies. This

restricts propagation to strictly line-of-sight distances.
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While this situation is acceptable in ground-to-air arid

ground-to-satellite communications, it poses serious

constraints unon ground-to-ground mobile communications,

especially in rugged or forestel terrain. The arount of

propagation loss in this situation is nighly significant,

and the utility of these systems has yet to be proven.

5. anagement Information Systems

It was mentioned previously that the development of

an effective Management Information System (,MIS) to

integrate and display data to a cortrander and his staff is a

formidable task. The Army, in fact, has been wrestlirg with

this problem for over twenty years while attempting to field

its Tactical Operations System (TOS, which is, in essence a

MIS). After that amount of time, one questions whether such

a system is nearer completion now than it was in 1960.

6. InteroDerability

The military Is fast firding out that

interoperability means much more than mutually compatible

equipment. It also means compatability of procedures,

software, and ressage formats. One should watch c~losely the

continued development of JTIDS and attempt to judge the

success of joint service programs. The intercnerability

* requirement tends to introduce system complexity In an

attempt to make the system "all things to all people." 1;hen

one moves to the problem of interoperability in the NATO

environment, the question again becomes, "Eow Irteroperable

can equipment be without becoming too costly, too bulky and

t



generally ineffective?"

7. Voice vs. Data Circuits

Another important question yet to be resolved is the

proter trade-off of voice and data circuits. Again, JTIDS

can be the case in point. Sore services seer to be

side-stenping procurement cormittrents partly due to a lack

of definition of system capability in this area. Although

tactical commanders tend to prefer voice channels, voice

channels require an enormously greater bandwidth allocation

than data channels. If a commander is given the choice of

having one voice channel or ten data channels into his

command post, which will he choose? Which should he choose?

What will the system offer?

8. System Cost

Finally, the question that will be asked most often

is simply: Ew much will the system cost? Costs are

divided into at least four categories. There are hardware

and software costs, (it is common knowledge that the latter

,I are now a greater consideration than the former) and there

are initial procurement costs and life cycle costs.IIncluded in these costs is the manpower question. Is
it realistic to think that as systems become more and more

highly technical that the personnel who fix, operate and

manage the systems will be better educated and more

professionally competent?
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IV. AN INTRODUCTION TO PETRI-NETS

A. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the reader

to the particular modeling tool which forms the basis for

this research. The history of Petri-Nets is first discussed.

Then an explanation of how Petri-Nets work is presented.

Followine some simple examples, the chapter concludes with a

brief summary of the strengths ard weaknesses of this

modeling tool.

3. HISTORY

The Petri-Net is named after its discoverer, Carl Adam

Petri. These nets were developed in his early work in 1962

in Germany. They soon came to the attention of Anatol H.olt

who was then leading an Information Systemrs Theory Project

for Applied Data Research, Inc. The work of this group

I eventually led to the theory of "systemics" [51 which dealt

with the representation and subsequent analysis of systems

and their behavior. At this point the modern forfalism and

notation of Petri-Nets was introduced. Holt also

demonstrated the usefulness of the Petri-Net rodel ir the

representation of systems characterized by concurrent

processes.

Perhaps the single largest source of research and

literature regarding Petri-Nets has been Project MAC at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The Petri-Net model
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was introduced to the researchers at Project MAC due to the

association of Holt's group to J. Dennis' Computation

Structures Group. This group has produced several F3.1

thesis, together with rany reports and technical Temos

dealing with Petri-Nets. In addition, MIT has sponsored two

Important conferences dealing with Petri-Nets. The first was

the Project MAC Conference on Concurrent Systems and

Parallel Computation held at Woods Hole in 197I. The second

was the Conference on Petri-Nets and Related Methods, held

at MIT in 1975.

This work, begun at MIT and continuing at other centers

in the United States, until recently tended to corcentrate

on the formal or mathematical aspects of Petri-Nets. This

work bears resemblance to the research in automata theory.

It attempts to analyze systems by representing them, as

Petri-Nets, formally manipulating the representation in such

a way as to derive information relating to the behavior of

the modeled system. Because of the simplicity and power of

Petri-Nets, they are excellent tools to use in the analysis

of concurrent or asynchronous systems. They are finding

their way into a number of diverse applications.

Petri, hirself, is still actively researching, expanding

his original theory. His extensions have led to a form of

general systems theory called "net theory". Folt is

continuine his research, concentrating on system

representation and analysis of the formal representations.
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C. ROW PETPI-NETS WORK

Simply stated, a Petri-Net is a model. yore

specifically, it is an abstract, formal model that analyzes

the flow of information in systems. [5,19] Petrl-Nets also

describe not only the information flow, but the controls and

constraints of such flow. A Petri-Net graph models the

static structure of a system in much the same manner as a

flowchart models the structure of a computer prograr. As a

modeling tool, Petri-Nets are especially useful in modeling

systems that exhibit asynchronous and concurrent activity.

A Petri-Net consists of a collection of events and

"conditions." In graphical notation, conditions are

conventionally represented by circles and events are

represented by bars. The Petri-,et is given structure and

the capacity for interaction by connecting events and

conditions with arrcws.

An arrow from a condition to an event signifies an input

condition to that event and implies that every occurence of

the event terminates the "holding" of that condition. An

arrow from" an event to a condition signifies an output

condition, end in this case, the occurence of the event

commences the holding of the output condition. The graphic

notation for a condition which holds is the marking of that

condition by a token".

The behavior of a system may be thought of as the

occurence of events as time progresses. If all Input

conditions to an event hold, the event can occur. This
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results in the holding mf the evert's output condtiors.

Conditions may also be called places or nodes and

events may also be referrea to as "transitions." In tne

Petri-Net model of a system, directed arcs ccnnect places tc

transitions and transitions to places.

The Petri-Net is first given a particular structure of

places and transitions, and then it is "executed." _xecution

is governed by a "firing" protocol.

Simply stated, a transition may "fire" (symbolizing the

occurence of an event) when all input conditions or places

into that transition are marked with a token. When all

inputs into a transition are marked, the transition is said

to be "enabled". Figure 7 shows an "enabled" transition.

Execution of the Petri-Net involves the cyclic checking

of all transitions once durna each time interval. Bach

transition that is found to be enabled is fired, and tokens

are moved from the input places of the enabled transition to

the output places of that transition. This procedure

continues for a set number of iterations. The flow of tokens

in the Petri-Net thus symbolizes the flow of information or

control in the modeled system.

By devising special methods for marking the number of

tokens at the Petri-Nets nodes, the system status can be

accurately and effectively recorded. Thp state of the system

is reflected by an ordered set of mark status indicators

which correspond to the nodes of the graph structure.
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In this thesis such an effective markinR method is

uniquely emploved to give the viewer an accurate snapshot of

network status.

Petri-Nets have rapidly galned acceptance over the last

decade. Along with this aceptance has been the furthering of

the understanding of Petri-Net properties.

D. A SIMPLE SXAMPLF

Figures 8 through 11 show the various states of a simDle

Petri-Net as execution occurs during four successive time

intervals. [211 Notice four places (PI, P2, P3, and P4) and

three transitions (TPE, TR2, and TP3). The directed arcs

denote the interaction and relationships between input and

output conditions. For instance, TR1 will become enabled

when P1 (its only Input condition) is marked with a token.

At the time that TR1 fires, the token will be reroved from

its input condition (P1) and placed in its two output

conditions (P2 and P4). In this manner flow of inforriation

or control is followed through the modeled system. Figure 8

shows the network at time = 0 with one token placed in P1.

Figures 9 through 11 depict the Petri-Net as it contirues

execution through time = 3.

* E. kDVANTAGFS AND !ISADVANTA ES

The following characteristics of Petri-Nets were found

by the authors to be strengths when using this particular

trodeling tool for simulations in the context of this

research:
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A MARKED PETRI-NET (TIME =0)

TR3 P1 P TR2

P

Figure 8

A MARKED PETRI-NET (TIME =1)

TR3 P1 TRi P TR2

*=A MARKER

P4 OR "TOKEN"
4 P4

lj Figure g
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A MARKED .PETRI-NET (TIME-2)

P1 P2 P3TR3 TRI T

-IN.

- P4

Figure 10

A MARKED PETRI-NET (TIME =3)

TR3 P1 TRi P2 TR2 P

9,

AMARKER

P4 OR "TOKEN"

Figure l
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1. The rules governing Petri-Net execution are simple

and easy to understand. This methodology car be ouickly

grasped by those with ncn-technical backgrounds who would

ordinarily be unable to understand matheratical or

analytical modeling. Yet Petri-Nets retain a nigh degree of

precision and accuracy.

2. There is much flexibility inherent in the Petri-Net

graph to model wide ranges of complexity. ?or instance, a

model can be further abstracted by the replacement of a

complex network of nodes by a single node.

3. There is a large degree of flexibility ir assigning

time intervals during execution.

4. Petri-Nets are well-suited to "snapshot" .ortrayal of

network states. This advantage is important in simulation

languages and is considered a strong point of languages such

as GPSS and SIMSCRIPT. Petri-Nets possess this

characteristic by nature.

5. Petri-Nets nave the potential for a wide variety of

uses. Basically, any process that can be flow-charted could

be expressed by Petri-Nets. Applications could include: flow

of information or control in an oreanization, information

I 'flow in electronics hardware, representation of computer

software or, procedures and stages of developent in a

ranagement program.

C. Petri-Nets lend themselves well to computer graphics

display.
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7. Petri-Nets are very effective wher modeling

concurrent, asynchronous activity in a network or system.

Certain weaknesses also became apparent to the authors

in the course of this work. They are listed as fcllows:

1. Although Petri-Nets are basically sirrple to

understand, the small building blocks of a network soon

become exceedingly large and complex when large systems are

modeled. The input files to some of the larger simulations

in this paper were more than 41-00 lines long. These networks

must be drawn on paper before their entry into the computer,

and this kind of effort soon becomes very tedious and prone

to error.

2. Petri-Nets are best suited to concurrent,

asynchronous behavior. When non-concurrent, synchronous

behavior in a systerr is modeled the Petri-Net assures a

large amount of overhead.

3. The fact that Petri-Nets are not generally well known

in the computer communications community could be a

disadvantage when the user wishes to prove the accuracy of

2his rodel.
4. The fact that the simulator employed in this thesis

effort was deterrrinistic could be considered either as an

advantage or disadvantage depending upon the application.

Many simulations have value because of their stochastic

nature. Certain classes of experiments, however, need to be

understood not because of "chance" happenings but becauise of

the operation of the "laws" of nature working upon the
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elements of' the experiment.

As with any modeling~ technique, success is achieved

through the rodeler's far-iliarity with the !rodelir.- tool.

Petri-Nets provide an excellent means to riodel those

applications best characterized by their asyrchronous,

concurrent nature.



V. ?ETRI-N ET SIMuLATION. O CCMPUTR COM'MNI CAT!ON .EWORS

A. INTRMDUCTION

Once the basic rules of Petri-Met execution are

understood, it is a simple matter to apply these rules to a

cormunications network. The system modelea is the network

itself. The movement of tokens in the Petri-Net represent

the flow of information within the system: in this case,

message traffic in the network. Each token beccmes a

discrete amount of information contained within the messape.

The places in the Petri-Net graph are used to represent

communications nodes within the network. The directed arcs

of the Petri-Net graph are used to represent the

communications links or channels which interconnect the

nodes. The transitions between nodes indicate tne

availability of the channel to carry traffic. If the

transition is enabled, the channel is clear, ar! the ressage

is relayed from input node to output node.

The careful structuring of the Petri-Net graph imposes

upon the modeled system a variety of network prctorols. An

advantage of using Petri-Nets for simulation purposes is

that the logic and protocol of the system are entirely

contained in the structure of the Petri-Net graph rather

than in a complicated mathematical algorithm within

simulation software.
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B. TYPSS OF NODES

The graphical output of the simulation attaches

siznificance to the shape of the nodes displayed to the

screen to facilitate recognition and interpretation. The

experimental packet radio network in the San Francisco Eay

area defines three primary types of nodes: terminals,

stations, and repeaters. A terminal is a user node at which

traffic is inputted or to which traffic is destined. It

could be a fully automatic sensor, a handheld device, or a

keyboard with CRT; but a terminal is a place where users

connect to the network. The station is the none at which

network control is exercised. The station typically keeps

network statistics, monitors flow and congestion control,

assigns routing, and performs data base management for the

system. It is a terminal with increased processing

capability usually provided by an attached rini-corputer.

The repeaters are stand-alone devices placed in nuxerous,

dispersed positions throughout the network to act as relay

sites. Repeaters do not act as origins or destinations of

traffic, but they serve the purpose of extendinp the

geographiral range of the network beyond a typical

.0 line-of-sicht distance.

While all networks do not use this iderti-al

terminology, these three functional nodes summarize the

requirerents of communication hardware in rrost networks. In

the simulations in this thesis, three types of fizures and

labels represent the functions of nodes as describe above.
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C. A SIMPLE APPLICATION EXAMPLE

In order to unaerstand more corpletely the application

of Petri-Nets to communications circuits, refer to Figure

12. In this diagram two distinct oce-way corruncati'.os

channels are represented. The first goes fror T1 to '12 ani

the second goes from T3 to T5 and through T4. The indiviaual

tokens are representative of packets of information in a

packet switched environment. The three additional nodes

forming a triangle in the center of the ilagrem im;ose a

special firing order upon the transitions in the

communications channel. These center rcles are systems

overhead which ensure that only one "packet" can be

transmitted during a single time frame. In fact, if the

three additional center nodes are thought of as a clock,

then the entire network is a representation of Time Division

Multiple Access in a network. A terminal can only transmit

during a particular assigned tire slot. After the time slot

passes, the user must wait until the clock cycles back to

his slot again. Because each transmitter has a unique time

2 slot assignment, no two terminals can transmit during the

same time, and collisiors of packets on the radio broadcast

* channel are eliminated.

* IThis explanation should give the reader a simple idea of

the manner in which various protocols are representel.

Obviously the Petri-Net in Figure 12 allows only

non-concurrent activity on the communications channels.
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Figure 12.
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The removal of the additional overhead would allow

concurrent activity. In fact, this is sometires desirable.

Fcr instance, those networks such as AUTOLIN II which will

ralee use of leased landlines will allow concurrent activity

in the network. The Petri-Net is rore efficient when

i odeling concurrent activity. The requirerents to ensure

non-concurrency as in Figure 12 , causes one additicnal node

and one additional transition to be placed in the Petri-Net

graph for every transition on the communication links. Using

the fundamental Petri-Net described here as a small building

block, a system of considerable complexity can be built with

rany origin and destination terminals, and whicn allows

packets to flow two directions with rultirle, alterrate

paths from source to destination.

D. RANDOMNESS IN PETRI-NETS

The Petri-Net simulator used in this thesis work Is

deterministic. After the simulator begins execution there is

no means to interactively alter the sequence of events, and

there is no element of randrrness withir the simulator.

Because of this situation, the same input file will always

give identical output. Although the capacity for alternate

routing within the communications network is implemented,

the tokens do not randorly "choose" their routes during

execution. They can only follow their pre-assigned routes

from origin to destination. This means effectively that

fixed routing.instead of adaptive routing is represented in

the simulations. This is not necessarily a disadvantage,
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however, as some simulations have shown better throughput

and time of delivery results using fixed routing over

adaotive routing [2e].

It right be advantageous to rodify the Petri-Net

simulator to make it more stochastic in character. This

might be accomplished in at least two ways. First, the

inital marking of the network could be varied randomly at

the beginning of each run. Certain key nodes could be marked

or left unmarked according to the result of a call to some

randor number generator. Then the initial ranorom state of

the network would affect the end result of the output file.

A second way to add randomness deals with the Petri-Net

concept of "dynamic conflicts" (see Figure 13, for an

example of this particular network state). In this figure,

the reader will notice that bcth Transitions 1 and 2 are

enabled, but both cannot fire. Only one transition can fire,

since in so doing it removes the token from T2 ard disables

the other transition. Thus TRI and TR2 are said to be in

conflict. This basic relationship can be used to create

either deterministic or nondeterministic behavior. If the

Petri-Net simulator is deterministic, the firing order for

transitions in conflict is fixed according tc a certain

rule. This describes the case in this paper. The firing

order of trarsitions is explicitly defined by their ordering

In the input file. In the case of Figure 13, if TRl is

listed in the input file before TR2, and if a dynamic

conflict occurs between ther, TR1 will always fire first and
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TR2 will not fire during that time interval because it will

have been disabled. This set of rules gives a strict

priority of firing to the network.

The firing order of transitions in conflict couli oe

modified so that it cccurred in a random fashion. This would

allow the Petri-Net to be executed in a non-deterr-inistic

manner and add the missing aspect of randomness to the

outcome if so desired. Ir fact, Petri's first networks were

non-determinestic because of this factor.

S. VFMORY STORAGE REPRFSENTATICN

'he amount of memory storage in any parti cul ar

communications node is also easily represented in the

simulation. In this work a maximum number of seven packets

is allowed at any one node. This number reflects the buffer

size of seven packets in packet radio technology. If at any

time a node accummulates more than seven nackets, the buffer

size has been exceeded and packets would theoretically be

lost. When the buffer space is exceeded, the number of

overflow packets is displayed outside the node in a red

warning color.

F. SYSTEM LCAD AVERAGE

The system load on the network can be represented by the

* number of packets in transit at any one time interval. The

system load then can be varied by controling the frequency

of message generation. The shorter the ir.terarrivel time

between generated messages, the busier the network will be.
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At some point the network will be saturated and unacceptably

congested if message input is greater than message

throughput.

It is a simple ratter to construct a 7essage -enerator

using Petri-Niets. See Figure 14. In this figure Trarsiticn 1

is firing to two outputs. One car be thought of as external

and one output, Ri, can be considered internal to the

network. The external node can represent entry into the

communications channel. The internal output feeds a token

back into the "gererator" and will, therefore, fire other

packets into the networi at regular intervals. The other

repeaters (R?, R3) car. be thought of as delays which slow

down the frequency of message generation. This configuration

of places and transitions constitute a message generator.

The frequency of generation can be staggered and ther.

several generators may be placed at the input of every

comrmunications circuit. In this mrner the system loal or

the network may be varied.

G. TIMY PFPRESYNTATION

The Petri-net model is very good at representinp the net

status at distinct time periods. In fact, each tire Interval

displayed to the screen gives an excellent "sr.apshot" of

network status. This is an important advantage Inherart to

the Petri-Net simulation. Another advanta.e is the

flexibility afforded ir assigning the time interval. The

user has the prerogative of making each time interval as

long or as short as is necessary. Successive snapshots may
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represent the passage of ti"'e of 1 Irillisecord, 13

milliseconds, or 1 hour, dependini upon the application and

network being modeled.
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Figure 14.
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VI. THE EXPTPIDANT

A. rEsCRIPTION

An experiment was designed to demonstrate the

feasibility of using the Petri-Net simulator as a predictor

of network performance. The experiment was oerfor-ed by

keeping certain parameters constant and varying others. A

series of six input files were run through the siirulator. In

all six files the network architecture and the fixed rcutes

were k ept constant. Figure 15 shows the networ',. There were

five origins of message traffic and five destlnaticns. Four

nodes were designated as terminals plus one station. There

were four repeaters that performed relay functions within

the network. Fach of the five origins could send traffic to

one o'f four destinations. 3ach source to destination

combination had two routes for traffic to take. This made a

total of 38 possible fixed routes in the network.

The controlled variables for the experiment were system

load, concurrent vs. non-concurrent activity, end polling

frequency of various circuits. The first three runs of the

I i'experirent were done with a high load. For the second three

runs the message penerators were slowed down to give a low

syster load. Some input files allowed concurrent network

activity and some required non-concurrent activity. Pn two

of the ncn-current runs the frequency of polling certain

selected circuits was increased. This would represent the
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equivalent of assigning a certain user Tore tire slots in a

TI'A sc.ere than another. it would give pricrity to tnose

subscribers who have rore traffic to send.

The only statistic gathered froT the exnerirent was
throughput ireasured it. the nur'ber of packets which

successfully reached their destination. This number could be

extracted directly from the output queues at each terrinal

or station. The following points surnarize the

characteristics of each of the six input files:

1. Runs 22-24 were run at high load.

2. Runs 25-27 were run at low load.

3. Runs 22 and 25 exhibit concurrent network activity.

4. Runs P3 and 26 exhibit non-concurrent network

activity with equal polling frequency of all circuits.

5. Runs 24 and 27 exhibit not-concurrent network

activity with weighted polling on certain circuits that are

terminated at Ti.

B. PESULTS

°, Figure 16 shows a suirmary of throughput statistics fron

the experirent. Certain results are no doubt obvious, but

the quantitative nature of output statistics validates prior

assurptions.

The following otervations are notewcrthy;

1. Allowing concurrent activity on the network greatly

increases throughput. The number of packets successfully

transmitted it RUNS 172 and 25 was on the order of four tires

larger than the non-current runs. This question cf
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THROUC!!PTT IN NUMIF? OF PACTFTS

EIGF !OAD

PtI'I2 P U4 23 Et'N24

Ti92 1e 25

T2 62 16 15

T3 77 1816

T4 58 1p 17

Si 6? 17 16

TOTAL 352 E5 89

LOW LOAD

PTr 42 5 PL',J?6 RUN27

TI3617 19

T2 17 16

T3 35 18 16-ST4 33 16 15
51 3 17 16

TOTAL. 173 E5 ILI2

Figure 16.
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concurrercy has significant implications to radio "'road-

cast systers. For instan-e, what would be the advantages

zatned in the Packet Radio Vetwork if termiral radic outnut

nower were reduced so that the terrinal could cnly talk tc

its nearest neighbor rather than the entire network? This

situatior could allow simultanecus transmission of pac1rets

without the threat of collision. Also, a multiplexing scheme

within the network cculd allow concurrent activity. These

types of considerations could be modeled easily with the

appropriate modificatiors to the Petri-NQet grarh.

2. Ircreasinr the f requeny of pnllinz on selected

circuits increases the throughnut of tinse circuits. The

reader should note the number of packets received at T1 in

.RUNS 23, 24, 26, and 27. RUNS 24 and 27 show a slight

increase because certain circuits destined for terminal T1

were polled more frequently. This situatior could easily

reflect the assignment of more time slots to certain

priority subscribers in a TDMA scheme. Again this

modification was performed simply by restructurirg the input

file to the Petri-Net sirulator.

The reader will rote that the total throughDut ir the

non-concurrent runs is largely the same regardless of the

hiTh load - low load factor. This is beceuse the systeir is

basically "saturated" during non-concurrent activity at both

high and low loadinr. Althouh the user mizht desire tc

irprove throurhput by Renerating rr re messages ard tryinr to

forcp them into the system, the network wil.1 rive the saoe
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results because it is already operatinr at full capacity.

4. A visual Inspecticn of the outout as P'TN2- exqcVtes

reveals that the systerr. is essentially operatinz at peak

efficianny under maximum load. Tha view'r will -ctrie that

the buffers at every location are frecuently filled to

capacity but seldor ere overflowin4.
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VII. RECO!MND'ATION AID CCI'CLUSIOIS

A. RSCOvMFIPATIOCNS

The rote-tial exists for sinificent follow-or work to

could be static, like a co~rrilar, or interactive, writte- to

query the user about a number of basic network parameters.

For instance: How mrary nodes do you lesire in tho network?

What are the paths of traffic from source to destination? ro

yrou wish to allow concurrent or nor-current activity? Thne

software would take the user respcrses to sur- parameters

and construct the input file fro the respcnses.

2. A statistics ga1Aerinr package should be written to

collect and collat vital networ parasmeters as the

sisulator is executed. Such a package would keep P runrning

total of such items as:

a. average nuber of packets at a node

b. averare number of packets on a circuit

c. percent use of a cirruit

d. average tie 1eay between transmission and recention

along each fi d route

e. number of messages lost

,, a.aeaenmbro"pcet 7 tand



'. rumber of 'Messages which successfully reach

destination.

These statistics could be forMatted and eisplayed Vy a

post-processor.

3. As nreviously described, the additior of rardcrrness

to the stiulator mieht be considerod desirable, and , if so,

the proner modifications could be added.

4. As the system approaches "production status", the

entire question cf model validation needs to be addressed

carefully. Much -ould and indeed has been written or. the

sub. ect of how to deronstrate jour simulation is ac-urate.

[Ioi As in most simulations there is a tradeoff between the

degree of complexity represented in the olel versus the

largeness of the network. If a network Is s-all or if only a

stall serant cf the network is rodeled, the degree of

detail ean be great. If the netwcrk is very larp-, t cwe.ver,

the data storage capability rizht rot allow the sa~e level

of detail.

There were two -onstraints to validation posee ir this

work. Fi rst, the memory capacity of the P'P-1/70 was

stretched to the limit or. the lareer runs. The miri-comtuter

offers 12E,3 bytes of memory which are partitioned into

thirds. This eives any one user 128/31 or 42.F 7 bytes of

memory. The granhirs programs apprcached and the.r ex ee zd

this bound before the work w!s comletec. This fo-ced the

division of one prorram Into two separate proerams cf 3EK

each. The file sizes for the outnut files from the Petri-Net
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si'ulator are also very larze. The larger cf the inrut files

zroduced outDut files on the order of 7,00K bytes. 71;-ure 1?.

shows the relaticnship b=tdee n um t 9r of node in the

Petri-Net versus the sile of the outnut files. In order tc

ma'ke t-laims of simulaticr a 7'-iracy bae on real world

retworks, rore nemory is needed.

It should be added at this roirt that li-itatior of

memory caiised changes in the Praphis display prorars and

in tho overall organization of tho software. The ootertial

eTists in the actual Petri-Net si!ulator (written in fort-an

and discussed in Arrendix A) fcr the execution nf Petri-Yets

of well over a thousand plates. if the user does not recuire

a RraphiTs output from this software package, then ]arger

networks ran be simulated on the PrP 14/70.

Secor.ly, the networks that were of rost interest to the

authors are lareely axperirrental, unpro-en tec-rnolog1es. The

kutodin TI retwork Is rot yet operational end no stetisti-s

are available for validation purposes. The JTIrs technolory

SIs lirewisp rot established operationallyv end ra ry o f tip

i system characteristics are classifiad. Pec'-ot ralic, whlt-h

for!-Fd a good deal of background f or the s ru le t or, i s

still in its Infancy. Also, nacket radic err,oys a rardcr

channel access schere which is contrary to the dete'-inistic

,ature of the ?etri-Net simulator.

ecallse these are rew technolories, new routine and flow

J control alf-mrithrs ard a host of different kinds of rrotocol

are rresently beine developed. It is difficult to rodel a
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syster that has rpt reached its production state. rather

thar beirp corcerned about modelino a particiuar network

that is still in a process of charge anh t te ryinr to

prove Vv- simulaticr valid, it seemed! wiser tc leae'z the

models in a more general state. ;y eyecutinp a variety of

different input files, the siulations demonstrate the

feasibility of future validatior.

1. CCNCLUS!ONS

The conclusions of the authors are fourfold:

1. First, corPuter communication networks car be

meaningfilly modeled with the use of Petri-!'ets. The

background research to this thesis disccver-d no previous

work which employs Petri-nets in the manner described inShis aper.

2. Secondly, Petri-Net models of networks can be

executed and displayed effectively on a color Prarhics

terminal. The results of such a simulation are more easily

understood than the common, hard-copy outputs produced by

most analytical or c',euirn theory simulations. The color

!raphics output also could have considerable educatioral

value. Pein, background research uncovered ro irstamce ir

which Petri-Nets were displayed and executed or a color

zranhics termiral.

,. Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, the

4-- :t-or io. of szch a modelinz. technique in a production

..t a :rfd!ctor cf systern performance appears



4. Fourthly, there appears to be considerable benefits

to encouraging future, carry-on work in the sub.ect matter

of this thesis.

RELATIONSEIP BETWEZI NOrES AND FILE SIZE

4000
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NUMBER OF P:TRI-ET NCDFS IN THY INPUT FILE

Figure 17.
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APPEit!. . - USER I. _RI'CTICNS ISCr TFT PETRI-RIT Sc,'P7,.Ap r

A. PIr FcrUCT !CM

This chapter is written to d=s-ri-e zcertain procedures

and syrtar peculiar to the sinulatior scftware. kssunir.g

that an !ntereste student or faculty member is ;cmewhat

familiar with the theory and structure of Petri-Nets. the

instructions in this section will allow him to apply the

sirulation, and Fra.hl-s cutout to his pa-ticular rodelin-

p rob I o

Floura !9 shcws the various omncnerts cf the entire

software parkage, the program source code sizes the

progra mri. n lan uare, an the outout files. The reader

should refer to this fi-;ure as he reads the instructions in.

this appendix.

, . TF INPUT 7?ILF

The input file written by the user contains all of the

inforration necessary to ur.iquely des-ribe the Petri-let

model. This file is read ,y the fortran f4p program ramed.

sirrulator". The inout file .must be rarred "RUYX, where XX

can b- any number from E'1 through 9. There are three rain

divisions of the file,

Part I Places

Part II Transitiocs

Part III .ar!,ing

B2
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FILE ..
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4 Figure 1E.
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Appendix1 B. shows a sarrnle input file. The reader should

refer to this evarnle as he reads the fo!!owin.,

instructicrs.

1. ?laces

The f linst Ie of the file snecifies the tctal

number of rlaces to be read in. Peinnirg or lire -umber

two, the names and locations of the places are listed. The

followin4 format applies:

Pla-e Nare .... X-ccrdinate .... Y-cordinate .... Plot Flaz.

T1- place hare !ust be less thea. 1? hara:,ters lcni.

Cnly the first two characters will be displayed as a label

on the graphics terminal. There are unique instructicns for

labeling plates in the irulti-routing ve-sion. These will be

discussed later.

The first letter of the name specifies the type of

figure that will be displayed. The letter. "?", idertifies a

termrinal" and will appear as a ri-cle on the output srraen.

The letter "S' Identifies a staticn and will appear as a

rectanple on the screen. The letter R" identifies a

* repeater and will be displayed as a truncated trianile.

Input and output queues can be represented by plecin.er. I

or "0" as the first character of the place na-e. These nodes

are displayed as small rectangles, large ernouPh to contain a

two diett number. Nares !ay begin with letters other than

those listed above. They will not, however, be displayea to

the screen.
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After the name is listed, on the sare lire, the

s'creen location of the place is specified by means of an x,

P coorlinate syster. T x and y values are in the range of

0-51!, with the (0,P) point located at the top. left-hand

correr of the Rraphics displav unit.

The third item of information in the "la,'s" line

Is a "plot or/off" entry. The user will freouently have

places identified in the Petri-Net which are necessary

control elements, but which do not reed to be disnlayed or.

the output. A value cf 1" will rause te plae tc be

disrlpyed with its label. A value of "'" is used for listir.g

places w irh are not lisolayed to the output s~reen.

2. Transitions

After every place in the Petri-Net is listed (one

line per olace), the transitions awe listed. As before, the

first line spe ifies the tctal number of transitions to be

read in.

Then, the transitions are each listed in a

three-line format as follows:

Transition Nare...X Coordinate...T Coordinatp...Plot .lao

Places into Trar.sitior.

Places out of Tranritqon

Transitions are narred TR..X , followed by their x. y

coordinates, and a "l" or "" to indicate whether they are

to be displayed to the screen. The second line concerns the
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input to the transition.

The first field of this line spe-ifies the total

nurber of inputs, and the follwir.R nurbers indicate which

places enter that trensitlor. The numbers,

C_ 11 14

for irstance, indicate that three places are inputs to this

transition. The particular places are identified by their

I'-plicit. line-number ordering as enterad in the list of

places. in this example the three places are the Eth, 11th,

and 14th places entered in the input file.

The third line of the transition entry concerns tne

outputs fror that trarsition. The forret is iderticel to

that if the line above, i.e., the numbers

Indicate that the transition fires to two outputs, the 3rd

and 4th places listed in part one of the input file.

". tnitial Yarkinp

I After all the places and transitions are listed, the

Petri-let must be given its initial state of trarking. The

i initial placement of tokens is specified by the following

format:

MA ?K Line # of Place # of Tokens

Thus, the entry "MAP . 3 1" specifies that at the

beginning of the simulation, Place 3 (the thiri ertry in the

list of places) is marked with one token. Several places may

e6
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be marked initially, but each marking requires a separate

line.

Vvery line in the input file bepins in the first

column. 2o not indent the beginnire character of the line.

The fields within each line must be setarated by one (or

more) blank spaces. The final line of the innut file is the

c orra -nd "?ND".

4. Fxecution

V'hen the user copletes the input file he should

exit from the edit :ode and is now ready to exerute the

mrozram simulator by typing "simulator.out . The orceram

will as him which !1 ut file he wishes tc read. erd the

user respcnds by typing "RUXX'" (the file he previously

created) and a <cr>.

C. T7' OUTPUT FILES

The propram "siulator" proluces six somarate output

files. When 3UNCl is etered int" simulator", files ramed

SU12AJAl, PTNU1, RUN01X. PUNM1Y, and RUNt1Z are produced. The

files suffixed with I through C are formatted files. Files Y

throug. Z are unformatted. Files A and X contain the

essential data structures that have beer read in "simulator"

fro- the intut file. Files P and Y contair the rarkines for

each place at successive time frames which will arpear on

the Rraphics output. Files C and Z contAin information

concernin. which links or transitions fire at any particular

time frame and are used to highlight present activity on the

screen. The graphics display programs, written in C,

87
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require unformatted input files. The formatted files are

r eessary for the user to validate that correct inrut data

is reachir." the eraphics prograr., and to troubleshoot when

locating a problem. Sxarples of thpse files are contained in

Apnendices C throuph E.

D. USER OPTIONS

1. Choice of Programs

After the program' "simulator" has executed the input

file, the C prcgrams read the output files and diSDlay the

results of thp simulation to the screen. At this point the

user has several options concerninr the method of display.

There ere two separate orogrars the user can

select-- trans.raph and linkgraph". 2Y executinw

"transgrarh" the viewer will be able to observe the nodes of

the network together with their associated transitions.

Linkgraph" does not display the transitions, but links

node-to-node in the common way that communications networks

are most frequently represented. For simple networks or to

explain the basic working of Petri-Nets, the user will

probably desire to see the transitions. "Trarszraph" will

orly run with less than 100 vlaces. For mere intricate

networks that contain several hundred places and

transitions, the "linkrode" program is necessary to avoid

convestion or. the screen.

2. User Ouestiors and Responses

After selectin which program to run, the user is

given a series of questions from the CRT. Ouestio one asks

I -
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the user to select which innut file he wishes to execute. He

responds with the cormand RUN X. For instance, if the input

file ramed RUN21 has been executed by "simulator", and the

user wishes to see the results, he enters .U121X in response

to question one. (Numerous files may be waitirg in the

users' directory which can be called in for display.)

Question 2 asks the user if he wants to view the

data structures of the program. By entering a "1", the data

structures will be printed to the CRT. A "0" will move or to

the next cuestion without viewing the data structures.

Cuestion 3 asks the user which of three versions of

the troram he wishes to see. Version I displays the irarkin

o tokens in the conventional Petri-Net fashion, with

numbers printed at the center of the places. Version 2

represents tokens by single, yellow boxes printed inside the

nodes. These boxes are desioned to represent "rackets" of

information in the packet switchinr, concept. As treviously

described, each node has the capacity to hold seven pa-kets.

If tlhe nurber of packets goes over seven, a red overflow

number apnears beside the saturated placc.

The third version is the multi-routing.

SI multi-destination version. Version 3 uses color in a unique

way. ecause packets may be originatirg at differert nodes

and traveling to several destinations, the linking channels

require two-way transrission. The grahics display is

color-coded to highlight this information. Packets traveling

to a particular place are colored to match the label of that

89
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place. For instance, when a green box appears ir the

network, the viewer can trace its prowress to the

lestination whose label is displayed In green. I, Version 3

(rulti-routin), a nacket oiriginatirg at a certain node and

destinel for another narti-lular rod= -ay take different

paths to arrive at the destiration.

The user at this point trust select one of the three

versions by entering a 1T, 2", or 3" followed by a <cr'>.

question 4 asks the user to select one of the three

Genisco praDnics terminals in the C3 lab on which the output

will arrear. Correct entries to this query are 0 , 1 , or

2".

The fifth question asks the user if he desires a

ti~re Dause of two seconds duration betweer ti-'e frar-es of

the simulation. If he desires the canability to look closely

at each network snapshot, he enters a ". If not, he shoull

erter a ".V" ani the simulation will run without pauses. This

gives the viewer more of a "real-time" i.rpression.

St the end of this final question, the screen

displays the Initiel condition of the network. k.fter noting

the Initial condition, the user should type a carriage

return to continue execution.

If the user has tyned a 'Y in response to question

5, he also has the ability to inefinitely suspend e-ec-uton

of the prozram at any ti re frame. Fe can irterrupt the

prorram by typing a "IR-" from the CRT keyboard. After

studying that particular snapshot of network status, ne mnay

ge



continue rormal execution b7 typing a carriage return.

This interrupt does not work if tne prcgrar is

executinmg without rauses. Typir. two ccrsecutve "'O 's"

will enable the user to exit the program entirely.

3. The "ighliphting" Feature

'The linkinz aILorthir ir. both "transpraph" and

"linkgraph" draws lines in a dark blue color. The

hiwhli-hting feature in both prograr"s changes the blue

cornectinz link color to bri-ht yellow on those links which

are carrying traffic at any particular time frame. This

feature perforrs in the followinz sequence. (1) The link

lights up at the point where the future acticn will cccur.

(2) The packet(s) in question noves fro7 one end of the

highlighted link to the other. (3) The highlight remains on

the link to erphasize where the action occurred. "he user

will notice that direction of rovement or the hiphlighted

link is indicated by an arrow pointinp in the appropriate

direction. See Vigures 19 and 2Z.

E. UNIC0UE INSTRUCTIC!rS FOR VIRSICr 3:Ii
4In order for the user to implement the capabilities of

,* Version 3, special network design irformation must be

* ;' included i. the input file. This paragraph describes these

special instructions.

The simulation is structured to function in a fixed

routine ranner. That is, the nulti-routed naths are

predefired by the user.

91
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i Fi~ure 20.
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There can be as rany alternate Daths from source to

destination as the user wants to include. _ut once these

-aths are spacified in the !nput file, they do not change

dynamically during execution.

The multi-routinp feature is made possible by "stacking"-

numerous places on top of one another and displaying these

piggy-backed places at the same coordinates. In this manner

the nodes appear or the screen as a single place, althcugh

in reality they may be buried several deep.

As the total network is conceptualized by the user. he

irust betin by mappinp out all oripins, all destinations and

all relay rodes. Every node becomes unique to a particular

path. For instance, a simple case would be to send a packet

from T9 to T5 (see Figure 21.) by two different

routes--Poute 1 goes through R1 and Route 2 toes through P2.

In this case T9 and T5 would be "stacked" two deep. The

routes Pre T9-?1-T5 end Tg-P2-TF. 1ecause they are plotted

at the same point, the terminals appear as a single node.

The header" information to perforr this routine is

contained in the name of the place. In Version . every node

* i that will be displayed to the screen must be assigned a

seven unit name in the input file.

The first unit of the name specifies the type of figure

to be displaye! ("T" , S "P "I", 0" as previously

explained). The second unit specifies the color that the

name will be printed in. This number is derived frorr the

particular color table ( 16 colors are in a color table )
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that is beirg used by the graphics progra.. The color of the

label must rorrespond to the color of the parkets bound for

that route's destination. Units Z end 4 of the name

designate the route number that the node lies upon. Route

numbers are arbitarily given by the user and utilized for

his own identification purposes. Unit 5 designates the color

of the packet that will travel along that particular route.

Every node on that route have the same color designator. The

packet color of the route is deter!Ired by the destination

of that route. Units 6 and 7 of the name specify how many

nodes are stacked at that location. Plares that are stacked

must be listed together in the input file.

An example of this 7 unit name might appear as follows:

T205419

Field 1 designates that a circle will be drawn.
Field 2 specifies that the label will be displayed in

color number 2 of the program's color table.

Fields 3 and 4 show the place on route number 05.

Field 5 ensures that every packet which passes through

this place will be displayed in color number 4.

r'ields 6 and 7 specify that places are stacked 19 deep

at this coordinate.

As the program executes, the stacking algorithr totals

all the packets which are located at a particular stacked

location and displays that total number of boxes in the

appropriate colors.
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RUN03 Pane I Fri Feb 8 05:09:47 1980

1 10
2 TI 150 100 1
3 T2 150 250 1
4 T3 150 400 1
5 T4 350 250 1
6 GI 0 0 0
7 G2 0 0 0

8 G3 0 0 0
9 G4 0 0 0

10 G5 0 0 0
11 Gb 0 0 0
12 8
13 1RI 250 175 I
141 21 2
15 1 d4
16 TR2 250 325 1
17223

t 182MB8

19 TR3 0 0 0
20 1 5S21 21 6

22 TR4 0 0 0
2316
24 1 10
25 T 5 0 0 0
26 1 7
27 2 2 9
25 TR6 0 0 0
29 1 8
30 1 3
31 TRT 0 0 0
32 1 9
3317
34 TR8 0 0 0
35 1 to

36 1 5
37 MARK 5 1
38 MARK 7 !
39 MARK 3 140 END

9
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RUN038 Paqe I Fri Feb g 05:1q:47 1q80

I 11 10 0 1 00 10
2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
30 I I I ? 00010
S1 002 11100
5111 ?0000l 1
6002101000

* 71113010010
8001"00100l

qo l 0 1 0 0 0 ! 0
10 1 0 0 5 0 I 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 0 00 0 11
120016101000
131116010010
10 0C 1 7 0 0 1 0 0 1
S 0 1 1 71 0 0 0 1 0
16 1 0 0 P 011 1 0 0
17 1 1 1 8 0 0 0 0 1 1
18 0 01 9 1 010 0 0
19 1 1 1 9 0 1 0 0 1 0
20 0 0 110 0 0 1 0 0 1
21 0 1 110 1 0 0 0 1 0
22 1 0 01 0 2 1 1 0 0
23 1 1 111 0 0 0 0 1 1
2A 0 0 112 1 0 1 0 0 0
2s 1 1 112 0 1 0 0 2 0
26 0 0 113 0 0 1 0 0 1
27 0 1 113 t 0 0 0 1 0
28 1 0 0IQ 0 1 1 1 0 0
29 1 1 114 0 0 0 0 1 1
30 0 0 115 1 0 1 0 0 0
31 1 1 115 0 1 0 0 1 0
32 0 0 116 0 0 1 0 0 1
33 0 1 116 1 0 0 0 1 0
34 1 0 01? 0 1 1 1 0 0
35 1 1 117 0 0 0 0 1 1
36 0 0 118 1 0 1 0 0 0
37 1 1 118 0 1 0 0 1 0
38 0 0 119 0 0 1 0 0 1
39 0 2 119 1 0 0 0 1 0
40 1 0 020 0 1 1 1 0.0
01 1 1 120 0 0 0 0 1 1
42 0 0 121 1 0 1 0 0 0
03 1 1 121 0 1 0 0 1 0
00 0 0 122 0 0 1 0 0 1
4S 0 1 122 1 0 0 0 1 0
46 1 0 023 0 1 1 1 0 0
47 1 1 123 0 0 0 0 1 1
48 0 0 124 10 1 0 0 0
49 1 1 120 0 1 0 0 1 0
50 0 0125 0 0 1 0 0 1
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RUN03C Page I Fri Feb 8 05:19:49 1980

1 2
235
3 3
4 147
52
658
73
8237
9 3
10456
11 3
12 1 7 8
13 2

15 3
16147
17 2

* 1858
19 3

20 2 3 7
21 3
22 4 5 6
23 3
24 1 7 8
25 2
2b 3 5
27 3
28 1 4 7
29 2
30 5 8
31 3
32 2 3 7
33 3
34 4 5 6
35 3
36 1 7 8
37 2
38 3 5
39 3
40 1 4 7
41 2
42,5 8
43 3
44 2 3 7
4S 3
46 4 5 6
47 3
48 1 7 8
49 2
50 3 5t4  51 3

52 1 4 7
53 25058
55 3
58 2 3 7
57 3
58 4 56
59 3
60 178
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RUN03C Page 2 Fri Feb 8 05:19:49 1980

61 2
62 3 5
63 3
64 1 4 7
65 2
6658
67 3
68 2 3 7
69 3
70 5 b
71 3
72 1 7 8
73 2
74 3 5
7s 3
76 1 4 7
77 2
78 5 8
79 3
so 2 3 7
82 3
82 4 5 6
83 3
84 1 7 8
852a
6 3 5
87 3
88 1 4 7
89 2
9058
91 3
92237
93 3
94 4 5 6
95 3
96178
97 2
9835
99 3

S1001 4 7
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RUN20O Page I Fei Feb 8 05:17:04 1980

1 122
2 S301212 250 100 1
3 S302212 250 100 1
4 S303112 250 100 1
5 S304112 250 100 1
6 S30501? 250 100 1
7 S30b012 250 100 1
8 S307312 250 100 1
9 S308312 250 100 1

10 3315312 250 100 1
it 531b312 250 100 1
!2 5319312 250 100 1
13 S320312 250 100 1
14 R102205 75 200 1
15 R103105 75 200 1
16 P110105 75 200 1
17 P114205 75 200 1
18 R115305 75 200 1
19 R205005 425 200 1
20 R208305 425 200 1
21 R212005 42S 200 1
22 R218205 425 200 1
23 P220305 425 200 1
24 T201216 250 300 1
25 T202216 250 300 1
?6 T204116 250 300 1
a7 T206016 750 300 1
20 T207316 250 300 1
a9 T20831b 250 300 1
30 T200116 250 300 1
31 210116 250 300 1
32 T211016 250 300 1
33 T212016 250 300 1
34 T213216 250 300 1
35 T21'21u 250 300 1
36 T216316 250 300 I
37 T217216 250 300 1
38 T218216 250 300 1
39 1212316 250 300 1
40 T10310A 100 400 1
41 T104108 100 400 1
2 T1103108 2o0 '10

43 7110108 200 4001
4u T113208 100 400 1
45 T114208 100 Q10 1
46 T15308 100 400 1
47 T1163n8 100 400 1
'8 OOSO08 100 '00 1
49 T006008 400 400 I
50 1011008 '00 '00 1
51 T012008 '00 '00 1
S T017208 '100 400 I
53 7018208 400 400 1
54 1010308 '00 400 1
55 1020308 400 400 1
56 81 200 100 0
57 82 100 100 0
58 83 t00 100 0
59 94 100 t00 0
60 85 100 100 0
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RUN20 Paee 2 Fri Feb 8 05:17:04 1980

b1 Ob too 100 0
62 87 100 OO 0
b3 88 1o0 too 0
b4 89 100 100 0
65 810 100 100 0
66 811 100 100 0
67 812 100 100 0
68 813 100 100 0
69 81 100 t0 0

870 15 100 100 0

71 B16 100 100 0
72 817 100 100 0
73 BIB 100 100 0
74 019 100 100 0
75 820 1oo 100 0
76 821 100 too 0

77 822 100 100 0
78 B23 100 100 0
79 B24 100 100 0

S0 25 100 100 0
82 82B 100 100 0
82 827 100 100 0
63 528 100 100 0
84 B29 100 100 0
85 530 100 100 0
86 8st 100 too 0
87 832 100 100 0
88 833 200 10 0
89 B34 100 100 0
90 A1 500 500 0
91 A2 Soo So0 0
92 A3 500 S0 0
93 A4 Soo So0 0'
94 AS 500 500 0
95 Ab 500 500 0

96 A7 500 S0 0
97 A8 500 500 0
98 A9 500 50 0

99 AI0 S00 500 0

100 All 500 500 0.
101 A12 500 500 0
103 A13 500 500 0
103 A4 Soo0 Soo0o

104 415 So0 S0 0
1OS A16 500 500 0

b06 A17 500 500 0

107 AI8 500 S0 0
108 A19 500 500 0
109 A20 500 500 0
110 A21 500 S0 0
11I A22 o500 500 0

113 A2U 500 S0 0
114 A25 500 500 0
125 A2b 500 S0 0
116 A27 500 500 0
117 A28 500 500 0
118 429 o00 S00 0
119 A30 So0 S0 0
120 £31 So0 S0 0
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RUN20 Page 3 Fri Fec 8 05:17:04 1980

121 A32 500 500 0
122 A33 500 500 0

123 A34 500 5000
124 68
125 TRI 220 200 1
126 2 1 5b
127 1 23
128 T42 14C 140 1
129 2 2 58
130 1 13
131 TR3 140 260 1
132 2 13 60
133 1 24
134 TR4 1o0 100 0
13S 2 3 62
136 1 14
137 TRS 100 100 0
138 2 14 64
139 1 39
140 TR6 100 100 0
141 2 4 66
I2 1 25
243 TR7 100 t00 0
144 2 25 68
145 I a0
146 TR8 330 160 1
t47 2 5 70
148 1 18
149 TR 375 320 1
150 2 18 72
151 2 47
152 TRIO 100 100 0
153 2 6 74
154 1 26
155 TRII 200 100 0
156 2 26 76
157 1 48
158 7R12 280 200 1

159 2 27 78
160 1 7
161 1R13 365 260 2
162 2 28 80
163 1 19
164 TR14 100 200 0
165 2 19 82
166 1 a
167 TRI5 115 400 1
168 2 29 84
269 1 41
170 TRI 170 230 1
271 2 30 86
172 1 IS
173 TRI7 50 300 1
174 2 15 88
?S I Q2

176 TP18 4S0 300 2
177 2 54 92
178 I 22
179 T419 360 140 1
280 2 2? 90

, ,, 104
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181 1 12
182 TR20 100 10 0
1A3 2 53 96
184 1 38
185 TR21 100 100 0
186 2 38 94
187 1 11

188 TR22 too 100 0
189 2 52 100
tq0, 1 21-
191 TR23 330 230 1

192 2 21 98
193 1 37
194 TR24 325 335 1
195 2 51 102
196 1 38
197 TR2S 100 100 0
1q8 2 46 106

199 1 35
200 TR2, 100 100 0
201 2 35 104
202 1 10
203 TR27 100 350 1
204 2 45 108
205 1 17
206 TR28 170 160 1
207 2 17 110
208 1 9
209 TR29 100 lO0 0
210 2 44 112
211 1 16
212 TR30 100 100 0
213 2 16 114
214 1 34
215 TR31 180 310 1
216 2 43 116
217 1 33
218 TR32 100 100 0
219 2 32 120
220 1 20
221 TR33 100 100 0
222 2 20 118
223 1 50
224 TR34 300 400 1

$ 225 2 31 122
226 1 49
227 1R35 100 100 0
228 1 55
2292 57 56
230 TR36 100 100 0
231 1 57
2322 59 58
233 1R37 100 100 0
234 1 59
235 2 60 61
236 TR38 100 100 0
237 1 61
238 2 63 62
239 TR39 100 100 0
240 1 e3
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241 2 65 64
242 TR40 100 100 0
2a3 I 65
244 2 67 bb
245 TR41 100 100 0

246 1 67
2a7 2 69 68
248 TR42 too 100 0

249 1 69
250 2 71 70
2S! TP43 00 100 0
252 1 71
253 2 73 72
2S TR44 100 100 0
254 1 73
256 2 75 70
257 TR45 100 10o 0
28 I 7
2S9 2 77 76
260 TR4o 100 100 0
26 1 77
262 2 79 78
263 TR57 t00 100 0
273 1 79
265 2 81 80
275 TRS OO 100too 0
267 1 81
268 2 83 82

279 TR45 9 O0 100 0
270 1 83
271 2 85 84

272 TR50 100 100 0
273 1 8
27j 2 87 86
27S TR51 100 100 0
27 1 87

i277 2 89 88

27R TR52 100 100 0
279 1 89
280 2 91 9
291 TR53 100 100 0
282 1 97283 2 3 90

293 TR5 100 100 0
285 1 93
285 2 15 96
287 7R58 too 100 0
288 1 95
289 2 97 94

290 R56 100 00 0
S291 1 97

298 2 13 100293 TR57 too 100 0

2r45 2 101 98
296 TR58 100 100 0
297 1 101
?98 a 103 102

299 TRS9 100 100 0
300 I 103

106
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301 2 105 106
302 TR6O t00 100 0
303 I 105
304 2 107 104
305 TR61 100 100 0
306 1 107

307 2 109 108
308 TR62 100 100 0

309 1 109
310 2 111 110

311 7Q63 100 100 0
312 1 111
313 2 113 112•314 TR64 100 100 0
315 1 113

316 2 115 114

317 TR65 t00 100 0
31A 1 115
310 2 117 116
320 TR6b 100 too 0
321 1 117
322 2 11

o 120
323 TR67 100 1o 0
324 1 119
32S 2 121 118
326 1R68 100 100 0
327 1 121
328 2 55 122
329 MARK 1 1

330 MARK 2 1
331 MARK 3 1
332 MARK 4 1
333 MARK 5 1
334 MARK 6 1
335 MARK 27 1

336 MARK 28 1

J337 MARK 29 1
338 MARK 30 1

339 MARK 31 1
340 MARK 32 1

341 MARK 43 1
342 MARK 40 1
343 MARK 45 I

344 MARK 46 1
345 MARK 51 I
346 MARK 52 1

347 MARK 53 1

301 MARK 54 1

'U 349 MARK 61 1
350 END

107
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1 FROGRAN SIMULATOR
2
3 C ORIGINAL VERSION OF THIS PROGRAM (PROGRAM TESTMI1) NR! TTEN By L.A.COXa
'a C VOCIFTEn 70O PERATE ON UIX (POP 11/70) RY S.C.JENNINGS & R.J.HARTELO
5 C PPOGkAkM SIVULATOR RFADS USER INPUT FILE AND PRODUCES b OUTPUT FILES
6
7 C MAINLINE
8
9 CALL INIT
10 CALL INPUT!
11 CALL DUMPPP
12 CALL %MOVENEIC 150)

13 CALL EXIT

118 END

16
17 SUbROUTINE INIT
18
19 C INIT OPENS USEP I'IPIJT FILE ICREATES 6 OUTPUT FILES
20 C FNAV1 STORES THE 'INPUT FILE -------------------- RUN..
21 C FNAV2 SrOPES THE FOP'.IATTEU PPUT DATA STPUCTURES-------RUN..A
22 C FNA"3 STORES TWE FOkMATTED ITERATIOP43 OF THE NETwORK - PUN. .8
23 C FNAV4 Sl(PES THE FOP%'ATTFD LINKS OF THE NLTv#ORK---------RUN..C
12" C FNA105 STORES T4E UwiFLIPMATTEr) GreAPHICS INPUT-------------PRUN..X
25 C FNAM16 STORES ]HE UIf4FPR1'TTED GRAPHICS ITERATIONS-------PUN..y
26 C FNAM7 STOV~ES THE 'JI.ORVATTEO GRAPHICS STATES------------ RUN..Z
27

2 BYTE F'iAMM
33 BYTE FNA.1
3M BYTE FNAM3
32 BYTE FNAM7

36
37 COP.,IMN/USRFILE/FVNAM-1 b),FNAm2(7),FNAM3(7),FNAMM(7),FN4AS(7),FNAM6C7)o
38 1 FrjAA7(7)
3Q CCM~fAON/EiENiT/TEVE"NT (aOO6),NXTEVT
M0 'OPl'Oj/TPANS/ITRAN;SCMOO,7),NXTTRN, IINTRIISTOPE(100)

41 BkYTE NAMES

482 CCMlf-ON/N4AmE/NiAMES(4~000),NXTNAM
183 CO'PNO~/lUT41/IOTA'4L(4000),NXTTRE

4 'al 1000 FfORm4T(' INITIALIZING PROGRAM*)
M5 TYPE 1000
486 1002 FORMAT(I BEGIN TEST-GRAPH-NET')
Ua7 TYPE 1002
4FM~ 2007 TYPE 2000
4q9 2000 FORMAT (I **.- INPUT FILE? NAME MUST bE ENTERED AS: RUNO! RUN9o
50 ACCEPT 2001t FNA'41
51 P001 FORMAT (ehA1)
se FNAMI(b) 2 0
S3 OPEN (UNIT a1, NAMEF FNAMI, TYPE 2'OLD', ERR z2006)
50 GO TO 200a
55 2006 TYPE 2002. FNAml
Sb 2002 FOPMAI (I ERROR OPENING PILE ',XbAl)
57 GO TO 2007
S$ 20048 DO 2005 I a Is S
5o FHjAM2(1) -- FNA141(1)
60 FPN*M3(J) xFNA'41(I)

'.1k 109
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61. FNAM U(I) =FNAMI(T)
62 FWAMI = FNAMI(I

bU FN'!%7(t) = FNAMIM1
65 2005 C01rT I NUE
6b FN A AM2(b) =*A'
67 FN AA 2 (7) 0
68 FNhk"3(6) = '
b9 FN AN'3( 7) 0
70 FN A 34(6) C
71 FTJAM4 C7) =0
72 FNAWS(b) X
73 FtNA'-5( 7 ) x 0
74 FNA46b(6)= Y
75 F NAMh( 7) 20
76 FNAM7 (b) z I
77 FNAm7(7) x0

7ft NYTEVT:1
79 1JXT TRN:1I
so IX Tt!AM4:I
81 tET TREI
82 3000 EFJRMAT( INITIALIZATION COMiPLETE')
A3 TYPE 3000

Bib RETURN
as END
86I 87
88 SUePOUTINE DUMPPP
89
90 C OPENS FNAM42 4 FNAM4
91 BYTE FNAI
92 BYTE FNA-2
93 BYTE FNAM3
90 BYTE FNAM4
9S BYTE FNAMS
96 BYTE FNAM6
97 BYTE F 1iAA 7
98 C fW UN/US RF IL EF NAM 1 (6)F N A 27 F N A M 3(7),F NA M 47,F N A 5(1*F NAM6 7 )1
99 1 FNAM7(7)

j100 CO0M WO0NE V E !T/ IF V E NT ( 40afANX TE VT
101 COr MOk4C/TRAIJS/ITRA'JS(400,7) ,tXTTRN, IINiTR, IISTORE(100)I102 COMMfON/IDTAVI/IOJARL(LIOOO) NXTTRE
103 BYTE NAMES
104 CONom.0N/."A'E/AMES(4J00),NXTNAM

V105 OFEN(UNIT=1 WIA'.E=FNAf42, TYPE-zINEWd , INITIALS!ZEM40000)
lob 1000 FC)kMAT(' N~rEvTz:,1U)
107 1001 FOPMlAT(Sx,618)
108 WRITEC1,1000) NxTEvT
log DO 1500 I:I,NXTEVI-t
110 1500 VRITE'i,1001) (IEVENT(I.J),J=1,6)

111ii 2000 FORIAATc/, Nx7TRN21p14)

113 wI.PTE(1,2000) NXT7RN
114 DO Z500 Ixt,NXTTRN-I
215 V)PITECI ,200I ) (1TRANS(IJ),Jc1,7)
116 a500 CONJTINUE

118 3000 FORMAT(/. 10TA4LE'd,b,0(0I5,/))

? ti pkfTE(l,3000) CI0TANLCT),I=1vNXTTRE)
120 4000 FOiWMA(/v* NAMES: NXrFJAM',19)

110
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121 .4001 FOR'MAT(XP100A1)
t22 vPITE(1,4000) NXTNAM
123 ViP1TE(1*,4001) (?qA'XES(I),I:1,NXTNAM)
124J 5000 F0CPPATuIHl)
1253 ;.RITEC1.5000)
126 CL0SE(UNITsl,ISPOSE'SAVEV)
127
128 OPEJ(UjNlTz1.?jA%EVNAM15,TYPE:'NE,qJ',IfqlTIALSIZES1L00O,
129 1 F0R*U;FRfAATTED4)
130 nPITEM1 (NJXTEVT)
131 00O 5001 1t,NXIEVT-I
132 5001 WRITEM (IEVENr(1.J),Jz1,6)
133 woRITECI (NXTTRN)
134 00 51)02 IzIPNXTTRN-I
135 5002 .vRITEMl (ITQANS(T,J),J=I,7)
130 nPIrEMI (NXTTRE)
137 viRJTE( 1 (IOTA8L(1 ).1:3 1NX7TRE)
138 ri'RITE(I) (NXTNAM)

140 CLOSE('JNI rTi ,D1SPOISE:SAvE')
141 RETURN
142 END
14I3
144
145 SUBROUITINE INPUTI
146
147 C0A4.1N/SCAN/I:0PO(15,10),N~ufA8ER
148 8000 FORMAT(I INPUT IbEGINS')

149Q 8001 FORM4AT(' INPUT COMPLETE')
ISO rYPE 8000
151 120
152 CALL SCANR
153 CALL xINTGP(1I)
154I D0 1000 J=lI
155 CALL INPUTE
156 1000 CONTINUE
157
158 CALL INPUTY
159
IbO 2000 CONTINUE
161 CALL SCANR
162 IF(AATCHS(1EN0',3).EQ.I) GO TO 3000
163 JF(f4ATCHS(c1..MARK',4).E0.3, CALL MARKER
16,4 GO TO 2100
165
166 3000 TYPE 8001

J167 CLOSE(UNITZ1,DISPOSE=ISAVEI)
368 RETURN
1694 END
170

1714172 SUBROUTINE INPUTE
173
374 C0M4O.N/EVENIT/IEVENTUI00.6),N4XTEVT
175 SYTE IwAORD
176 CO,4'N/SCAN/I6ORO(IS, 10).NUM8
177 J%0
378 C READ A SINGLE EVENT LINE FROM INPUT AND
179 C STuRE IT APPROPRIATELY
IS0 CALL SCANR

-.- mu" AMAM
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181 CALL STONAM(1,EVENT(NXTEvT, t,EVENT(NXTEVT,6))
Ise
1813 00O 1000 1=2,LI
184 CALL XlNTG'R(I#J)
185 1000 I1E~rJ.e4KTEVTpI41):J
186
187 NXTEVT=NXTEVT~l
188 IF(NgTEVT.GT.400) GO TO 9000
189 RETURN
190 9000 TYPE 9900
191 9900 FORMAAT(I E'JE!T/PLACE TABLF OVERFLOW')

12 CALL EXITR

11

19 CUBLOUINE (LIPUT

215 200 ITRAMN/r(NTPNLL):KIXTPPINPISORCI

206

217 CALL SCANR
21b CALL STIT(Nt).TASNTR,)

209 CALL SCANR
220 CALL STO10TM(.lJM'T ANS(NXTTRNI,3)) S(XTR#)

211

22b
227 C000 TYPE990

C 990 COAL S ITRANSJIT SNLEOVRL,2)

236 C AL STONRE TIG'wR RMSANRI

222 IFBYTT .T40 GOe0OTOA99000AN

2112
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241 CO%4ON/NA ME/NAMES(00) ,NXTNAMm
242 LATA ULANK/IH /
243 DO 1000 I:1,10
244 KOUNT:I-1
25 IF(,OR(N-OPO,I).E.RLANK) GO TO 2000
246 1000 CONTINUE
247 2000 CONTINUE
2a8
249 IF(4XTNAM I(UUNT .GT.4000) GU TO 9000
250
251 DO 3000 =I:,KOUNT
252 3000 NAMES(NXTNA:4II-):lIORO(NOR0,I)
253
254 NPOINT:NXTNAM
255 NXTNAM=NXTNAMKOUNT
256 RETURN
257
255 9000 TYPE 9900
259 9900 FORMAT(' NAmE TABLE OVERFLOW')
260 CALL EXIT

262 END

263
264
265 SUBROIJTINE S7OIOT(NUMeEqLINK)
266
267 COWON/IOTAB/IOTAAL(000),NXTTRE
268
269 C STORE I:JPUTS AlD OUTPUTS OF TRANSITIONS
270 C IN THE IAbLEp RETURN THE LINK
271
272 IF(NXTTREtNUMBER .GT. 4000) GO TO 9000
273
274 K:0
275 DO 1000 I:I,NUMBER
276 CALL XINTGR(IK)

277 J:(NTTE-1J+1
278 1000 IOTABL(J):K
279
280 LINK:NXTTRE"
281 NxTTRE:NXTTREtNIMBER
282 RETURN
283
284 9000 TYPE 9900

S285 9900 FORVAT(' 10 TABLE OVERFLOW (TRANSITIONS)')
286 CALL EXIT
287 RETURN

288 END
289
290
291 SUBROUTINE MARKER

292
293 CO mON/EVENT/lEVENT(00.6),NXTEVT
294 1:0
295 J:0
296 CALL XINTGR(2,1)
297 CALL xINTG(3,J)
298 IF(1.LI. .OR. I.GT.NXTEVT) RETURN
299 IEVENT(I,2)xJ
300 RETURN

I. / 113
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301 END
302
303
304
305 SUBROUTIN4E MOVENETINIWIES)
306
307 C EXECUTE THE PETRI-NET 'NTTMES@ OR STEPS
30R
309 C0OilOT~A ANS/17RANS(uA00, 7) '1% TTRN, IIN T~pI ISTORE( 100)
310 COmMION/EVE~t/EVElT(40,6),NATEVT

311 BYTE FNAMI
3142 BYTE FNAM2
313 RYTE NM
314 BYTE FNAM4
315 BYTE FNA14S
316 BYTE FONAM6
3I7 BYTE FNAM7

319 1 FNAM7(7)
320 DATA ITIME/l/
321
322 1000 FOR;'AT(' EXECUTING TIAAE=',14)
323
324 OPEN(UNTT:,NAM'EFNA3,TYPEINFIINTTALSIZEz1201j00)
S2S OPEN!(UN IT*, NA%,FxFGAt6.TYPE%'NE -AI FORM=, UNFORMAITED'
326 1 1: IT IAt. SI ZE-.120000)
327 OPEN'4UN1 t:3,N&,iE:Ft4AL,4,TYPE*NEA,TNIT1ALSZ:I2000)
328 OOE1(UIT af A EFNAM7, TYPE z INEW. FORPvz WNFORMATT ED%
329 1 I1rTIAL3IZEzI2000)
330
331
332 DO 2000 Ix1,NTP4ES
333 TYPE t000,ITIME
334 IITRz0
335 CALL MOVE
336 10o FOR'4*7C512)
337 rsR1TE(1 .106) (IEVENT(J,2).J=1,NXTEVT-I)
338 AsWITE(2) CIEvENT (J,a) .J=1.NXTEVT-I)
339 Jul FOR'IAI(13)
340 mPITE(3,107) IINTP
341 108 F00*AAT(10013)
342 wRITE(3,108) (IISTORE(J) Jz1,IINTR)
3413 WRITEUA IINTR
344 6RITE(4) CIJSTORE(J:,1INTR)
34S
34b IT1'PEzITIt4E,1
307 2000 VI~NT INUE
348

43419 CL03ffUfNTz4,)I5PO5EzSAVE')
350 CLO3E(UNIT:3.ISPSE'SAVE4)
3%1 CLOSE(UNIT=2.DTSPOSEc'SAVEO)
352 CLO5E(UNITzlDISP0SEz'SAVE')
3S3
354 RETURN

355 EN
356
357
358 SUBROUTINE MOVE
359
360 C EXECUTE THE PIET ONE STEP

4 114
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362 CO-MION/TRANS/ITRA S(4jQ0,7) ,NXTTRl, IINTR, IISTOREC 100)
36~3 DIMENSION FMARKS(400)

364I ITEST:O
365
366 C CHECK ALL TRAliSITIONS TO SEE WiHICH ARE ENABLED
367 DO 0500 Iz1,N.XTTRkN-1
368 0500 MARAS(T):NAeLED(I)
369 DO 1000 I=zNXTTPN-1
370 IF(AARKS(I).EQ.0) GO TO 1000
371 0600 FORMAT( DYNAMIC CONFLICTv TR#':',4)
372
373 IF(NAI4LED(1).EQ.1) GO TO 0800
374 TYPE 0600.!
375 GO TO 1000
376 0800 CONTINUE

377 CALL Uf-'APK(I,ITESt)
378 JF(ITEST.E4.1) GO TO 1000

37q t!%TR:IINTR~t
380 JISTOPE(IINTP):I
381 CALL MARKE4(!)
382 1000 CONTINUE
383
3814 RETURN
385 END
386
387
388 FUNC71ION NAdLED(NUMBER)
389
390 C RETURN I IF TRANSITION X 'NUMBER' IS ENABLED# READY
391 C TO FIRE. ELSE RETURN 0.
39Z
393 COMiAOII/TRtNS/ITRANS(400,7),NXTTRN
394 COA-O-/ EJ/EEI(400,6),NXTEVT

395 COV4:/I i o I 400 X R
396
397 C CHECK LIST OF INPUTS TO SEE IF ALL ARE MARKED
398

399 MARK:0
400 IPTZITRANSItJIJMBER,2)

401 KOUNT=IOTABL(IPT)
4102
403 DD 1000 I:10Tt1.IPT+KOUNT

£804 NEVENTsIOTAOL(I)
405 IF(IEVE14TCEVkENTp2).GT.0) MARIK:IMARK,1
406 1000 CONTINUE
407
408 NA48LEDxO
'109 IF(A0OUNT.EfQ.PARK) NABLED=I

* 410 RETURN
411 END
4112

4134 SUBROUTINE (1t'vARK(UMERIERROR) OFOEN

'116 C UNNMARK (IE. DECREMENT THE 14EOFTKN
417 C ALL OF THE INPUT EVENTS tUi TRANSITION N 'NUMBER'.
418 C RFIURN' TERRC'P20.......UNLESS ......
619 C ONE FVENT IS A MULTIPLE IN~PUT OF ;HE SAME
420 C TkANSITION AND WE UONI HAVE ENOUGH MARKERS.

115
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421 C NI'EN THIS HiAPPENIS, REPLACE ANY REMOVED
* '22 C TOK.E14S AND RETURN IERROR=1.

'123 C
4124 CflMON/EVENT/IEVENtt(uO0,b) NXTEVT
425 COM1!itN/T1A;J/TANS(OO,7),NXTTRN

426 COKMMON/ITAB/IOTAd3L(40O0).,NXTTRE
427
4128 IPT=ITRA:4S(NUiABER,2)
'129 KOUNT:IOTABL(IPT)

4130 IERROR=0
4131
'132 DO 1000 IZIPT+1.IPTKOUNT
'133 NEVENT:IIJTABL(I)
4134 J=1
4135 IFEVENT(JiEVEiT ,2):IEVENT(IJEVENT,2)-I
413b IFfIEvEr4T(tHE ENT,2).LT.0) GO TO 2000
'137 1000 CONTINUE
'138 RETURN
'139
4 '40 2000 CONTINUE

'152 C MARK IOAL~L)OTU VNSO RNIiNaNM

4143 CooM'4OVPITEVEPJT,2TEvET(NEVE6),NXTEV

'15

'170 SBROUIN NHUF RK~(UB
'171 COlO/CN1NUF(0
472 DATAR AL OTUTEVNS FTRNSTON0hNMBR

V '17~~43 DAAILAKI
474 001 Ok"4'T(80A4T)IV'T40o~N

4176 CIPO$'10WT1TA/OAB(00lNT

'178 C NO= ROCN~qESTER RS STKNSDL3)D YETE
479 C N~A BLK(DRMLILEBAK) HAS)4CLN
480 DO10C=P+,P+ON

*46S
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185t 00 0002 NUMaER=I,15
482 IFLAG=O
483 C SET IaORD(NUWSE,X)=IBLANK (SET WORD TO ALL BLANKS)

184 )0 0003 I=1,10
£85 0003 I.-ORD(JwBER,I)=ILANK

486 C START SCANNING LINE FROM .POINTER ON TO FIND NON-BLANK
487 KOU'IT=|
488 C "'kOUNT" KEEPS TRACK OF THE NO. CF CHAR. IN THE TOKEN
4189 00 3004 XPOINTxTPOINT,80

90 IF(NHUFFR(KPOIPJT).NE.IBLANK .AND. NBUFFR(KPOINT).NE.ISC)
491 1 GO TO 0005

492 IF(IFLAG.EQ.O) GO TO 0004
'93 IF(IFLAG.EQ.1) GO TO 0006
494 0005 CONTINUE

:5 IFLAGzI
4qb I NORD WrABER, KOUN T) zNBUFFR (KPO INrT)
497 KOUA1TvKOUNT+ |

498 IF['O'JNt.GT.l0) GO TO 0006
a99 000a C04TINUE

(501 0006 CONTINUE

S02 C Edf OF TOKE1, FOUND, RESET SOME POINTERS
503 IPUl,4T=KROINTfI
'504 IF(IPOINT.GT.80) GO TO 0010

505
506 0002 CONTINUE
507 C END OF BASIC TOKEN GETTING LOOP

508
509 0010 NUiAER=WUMBER-1
510 RETURN
Sit 9999 CONTINUE
512 C END OF FILE OR I/O ERROR DETECTED
513 908 FORAT(' EOF OR ERROR ON SCANNER INPUT FROM UNIT I')
5|i TYPE 9998
515 NUMRER=U
Sb RETURN
517 END

iSIB %

519
520
521 SUBROUTINE XINTGR(N4ORDIVALUE)
522
523 C COVERT THE ENTRY IN "ImOPOO TO INTEGER

S24 C RETURN INTEGER "IVALUE"
525
526 BYTE IWORD

527 CW4O*4N/SCAN/[ORD(15,20),NUMBER

528 BYTE TSTRNG
529 DIMEJSION TSTRNG(IO)
530 BYTE IBLANK

531 DATA ISLANK/IH /

532 DO 0001 I:1,10
533 KOUNT=I
S30 TSTRNG(I)IWORO(NVORDOI)
53S IF(IOwD(N'OR,I).E9.IBLANK) GO TO 1000

536 0001 CONTINUE
537 1000 CONTINUE
538 KOUNTzKOUNT-I
539
540 2004 FnRNIAT(XIOAl)

117
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541 2005 F0R*AAT(X,1II0O)
5412 00 2 0 06 I:1,'KOUNT
543 J=11-1

5-45 200c) TSTRNCG(J)zTSTRNG(K)
sb L=10-KOUNT

S5*7 DO 2007.I:1,L -

5SuS 2007 TSTR5NC(I)zI8LANK
5 /1Q OP%(. = 4%E TR YE E , INITI ALSIZET20)
550 v4PITE(2,2004i) (TSTRNL!I),Iz1,10)
51 CLO(LN IT 2 , D ISfUSE-Z SAVE)I
552 OPFN(UH!IT:2,N.'JE= ISTORE2,TYPE:'0LOI)
553 REAO(2,2005) IVALUE
55.5 CLOSE(UNIT:2,0ISPOSE='OELETE')
555 RETURN
556 END
557
558 4

559 FUNCTION "ATCHS(4U-0,STRING,NCHAR)
960
561 C THIS FIJJCTION OETERV'qNES IF SCAN.NER TOKEN
562 C I. OPO(NL-19) k44TCHES THE CHARACTERS IN "STRING*
563 C AT LEAST FOR TrtE FIRST "NCHAR" CHARACTERS.
5645
5615 C IF THERE ISoA "ATCH. IT RETURNES THE INTEGER 010

566 C 14O :ATCH RETURNS "0-.

568 SYTE IvvORD
569 CO'AiON/SCAM4/IWOMD(*15, t0),NUM8ER
570 9YTE STRING
571 OINIENSION STRING(1J
57? P4ATCHS=0
573
5745 00 0001 Izl,NCHAR
575 IFC ivORD(4Um',I)..'E.STRIN'G(I)) RETURN
576 0001 CONTINUE
577
578 C IF YOU GET HERE, THEY eAERE THE SAME ...
579 MATCHSz1
580 RETURN
5ol END
582

583

58.5 C END OF PROGRAM SIMULATOR
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2

3 ihh*****a ******

b /**ha**** PROGRAM TRANSGRAPH.C h*t. /

a **** STEPHEN C. JENNINGS JC91 USMC ***/
9 Q,*** OBEPI J. HARTEL CS91 USA ***/

It /**a***** tjRITTEN FALL QUARTER 1979

12 /******AVAL PUSTGRADUATE SCHOOL ****haa/
13 /a**aa*** MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA aaaaa***/

17

20 i-* ExTENAL DECLARATIONS **/
21 /*aaa**hata..a*kt*t*llt***a/

23

24 /*** LITERALS h**/
25
26 9define. header 4

•7 Miefine pictures 50
28 xlefine bounds 100
29 #define limit 500
30
31
32 /*** STRUCTURES ***,
33
34 struct 4 /* data structure information on net nodes *

35
3b int ctrll; /* store control char not used in orogram ...
37 nt nametr; /* innex to nameS array ..................... 'I

38 int marker; /* initial marker state of the network ......
39 int xcord; /* x cordinate of place ...................... *
40 int ycord; /* v cordinate uf clace ....................... h

(1 int olot; /* whether or not olace is to be olotted ... *

42 int length; /* leoth of name associated with olace ..... /

J Li3
uu )filel (houndsl. *hrl; /* oointer into data structure ................h

416
Li7 Struct I/* data structure informatinn on transitions. '/

• 48

2Q imt ctrl?; /a store control char not used in proqram ...
50 imt trnotr; I* innex to names array ....................... I

51 int intrn; / pointer to incurs fcr a transition .......
2 int outtrn; /* nointer to OutPuts for a transition ......

t3 int vxcoroi; /* x Coroanate of transition .................
int vycorI; /* y cordinate of trarition ..................

55 it trnolot; /* whether or not transition is to be olotten *-

56 int trmlen; i lenoth of name associated with transition */
57

SA )file2 [boUnds), *bO0; /* nointer into data structure ............... hi

59
60
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b1 i*** INTEGERS *cI
62
63 int a1,a2#a3P1i; /* olobal storage for each data structure o.

64 int buffer ooundsl; /* buffer into which each frame is read .....

65 imt cntrl Il]; /* variable containino a transitions fired .. */
66 int ctroverflow; /* keeo track of nodes overflo- status ........ /

67 int dfltci lor; / a default color for indicating overflows o hi

68 int fdfbuf; /k file descriptor for RUN..Y files .......... 'I

69 int fdobuf; /* file oescriotor for RUN..Z files ......... hi

70 int firinq(bounds]; /* storage into which fired places are read . */

71 int ictr; /* counter oassel to a function ............. hi

72 imt ievents; /0 number of non- L displayable nodes ........ /

73 imt ifla; /* counter for the interrupt mechanism ....... /
74 int iotoil(limit]; /* forms inout-to-outout relationship ........ h

75 imt kpictures; /* counter for the iterations of the network. h/

76 int linktbl c100 m]; /* version I It 2 screen nodes locations ....... /

77 int nbrnlot; /* counter for number of disolayed nodes ....
78 int nbytes(21; /* store count fields for data structures ...
7q int overflowtbl(1001 (2); /* data structure to store overflow locations h/

80 imt set; /* user selected conrac graphics screen ....... /

81 int sfla-1201; /* saves flag for later use by trnlite() ....
A2 int tblctr; /* a counter for version 3..reset conditions. h

53 int uniuuetol(1001[4); /* reset table locations for version 3 ........ /

84 "t yaPS; /* user selected option ......................

85
86
R7 /*i* CHAN&CTERS hhh/
86

P9 cha' fbuf(201; /* buffer to store name of second file ........hi

Q0 Cher gbuf (2011 /* buffer to store name of third file*.........
q char namestlimitl; /* character array for node labels ....... ..

q2 char Sern; /* option variable for display to the screen. h/

93
Q4

96 FuiCTIcc MAIN

98
99 main() I~100
101 extern ruhout(); /* declare 'rubout' globally .................. i

102 inito; /* read input file ............................. h

103 determine(); /* verify if user wants to see data structure hi

10 disfllAv(); /4 disoley input to crt ....................... i

105 select(o; l* select vorsion of simulation & aenisco set i

lob prenare(2); /* Preoare oenescc-conrac ..................... i

107 drawno0iel( /* nraw netwnr6 nodes on conrac .............
108 olaces(; /* verify correct nooes arawn ................
109 trnslinko); 1* function disnlays network transitions ....

110 1rark(); /I startin status of network oaCkets ....... i

II sional(pFrubout); /* sets '4-RKI as interrupt ....................h

112 markino(); It uccesnive iterations of network flow ....
113 qnfinio; /* closing Out or&ohicS facilities ...........

1151
116
117

119*c PROGRA.l FUNCTIONS ccl

120iih.;1 0

120
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121
122
123 cause(peroi1)
124 /h function necessary as sleeo() not compatible with signaMo k1

12S int itjuk;
126
127 printf("***20)interruot ......

12R forCi0ito#roied;i,,) I
129 for(,:0O;j(900;j++)I
130 for(k:0;k-CIO0k1.)

131)
132
133
1391 printf("**k))3owait ...
135 return;
136 1,
137
138
139 rubout() I
140 /* function enables the 'brk' key as the interrupt signal '
191 char halt;
142
143 spece(2);
199 orintf
195 ("*b*)31> received signal ...tframe number %d ... 'cret)- to continue \n",
146 (iflaoi2))8
197 orintf
14A (,a~ for termination of Prooram ... type 'brk' from console \n");
199 while ((halt~oetchar0)1:'\n')
1s0 /* do-nothing loop '
151 1,
152 sigmal(2*rubout);
153 return;
154)

156
157 soace(returns) I
158 int iF
159
160 for (1:0; ireturns; 1++) 4
261 orintf("\");

163 return;
169

168 Int( fucinoes nomre file &initializes Start condition

t6 in Iucrcutfjij
170 Char cbuf(201,c,f;
171
172 soace(p);
1 73 print f("*h*-iTRV4SGFAPM ILLI.S7RATFS PET.IMFIT Sl 1IJLATION MO)DELS");
174 soace(2);
175 n~rintf("*A**-FNTFR rt* NAME OF THE FILE 7n he PROr.ESSEO..IUT \n");
1 7t) orint'l(" IOTF TMtT TmiIS FILE P'IIST t4E AN 11f.F0P'.AltEf FILE \n-);
177 printf(" PROIJCFO AS A RESULT OF EXECUTING slmulatc'r.out \m");
178 orjntf(" THE LAST LETTER OF aHICli MUST END) INI LETTERf 1X' \n");
179 error~sc'ace(2);

too prlntf(oh-2.)

121
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182

183 while((CzgetCharo) :2 \M*) 4
184 Cbuftl=C;

18S i

I17 cbuf4)1\O1

189 bufetrzi;
190 tor(j=0;i,.bufctrji++)
191 Qouf(j12fbut~j)=chuf~j1;
192 ,i(cbufbjl::'X')
193 fouf (j I IY I
194 geuf(jl1:1l

a9 ouffjtll-fbuf ljl1'\0l
196 izbufctr;
197
198
199
200 fa ooem(cbuf,0);
201 i f (fa <2 0) 1
202 orint(***->error occurred in ooening file ... try aoaim*);
203 SOSCOM3)
204 goto error;
205
206
207 Mf(count z readj(to~nbvtes,he&(der)) !z header)
208 orintf("error occurred in nbytes read");
209 ievents z nbytestli -1)

210 al nbytest(1J
211 a 3  (ntytes(1J-1)OtQ
212 if((count 2resa(fd.Iilelpa)) 12 a)
213 Printt(error occured in file] read");
214
215 if((ceuntzread(fdenhvtes,hoader))!zheader)

226 I(Corintf("re r~or occure in b))Aea")

27 a'J=nnytes 1115
21? a=nvteslll*b
239 if((countzread(tcf,fieea))!=a)

4220 Printf("errnr occurreds in files read');

2122
22 f-on'1n~dmttshaer)=edr

22 rnF~ro cure nhae ed)

22 a~nyeil
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2411 determineo)I
2112 int i;
2113 char rIodbuI (20);

24S spaee(2);
24bt c~it(**-FN 0 IDETERMINE1 ALLOhS THE USER \nl);
2417 orirltf(* TO EYAMINjE ALL PRIM4ARY DATA STRUCTURES*);
2118 oversoace(2);
2419 orintf("**k->IF THIS FEATURE IS DESIRED TYPE I IF NOT 0...'RET>*);
250 soace(2);

272 orvalid entry");

273 Qot oer

27

278 retufo

282 dlsc'1.y() 4

283 mt w SREE FUL")

265 ,fescrf::'P

28 sorce(2);
269f(A.) TE r)ATA"**US CTOTROL olo henot SCRENFUL")

272 fo (:C i~t(*;.e e bln o nvld nry)
?73 hotll.over qt.b1~rerh~-.o

275

2123
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301 sriace(2);
302 ori nt f
303 ("Infeed trmptr intrn outtIrn xxcord yycorri trnolot trnlen \n");
304 for (,:Q;ia2; i++)(
305 orPintt("Vd \t VIf \t Zcd \t %a \r %d \t %d \t %d \t %d \t \n*,
306 t~o2->ct rI2,rhno->t rootr,bo2- ,int rn,bp2->outtrn,
307 bo?-)xxcord,bn2-)yycord,bc2->trnpl ot ,bP2--trnl en);
308 bp2 o +
309
310
311 saace (2)
312 oif(*a IOT9L DATA ARRAY");
313 soace(2);
314* for (izn; i'*3; i++ I

316
317
318 space(2i;
319 printft*ax*-> NAMES DATA ARRAY");
320 scace(2) ;
321 for (i=0; i~aij i++) 4.
322 orintf("%(c",narnes~il);
323
3241 saace(2);
325 )
326 return;
327
329
329
330 oreoare(tvoo) 4
331 /* function designates set, screen size and color table *
332 imt notrv;
333
334 ZM
335 oenisco (set);

337 screen(0.0,0.0.51 1.0.511.0);

33 chla ,*nr,; od

f4 clot s:)

302 Soo~)

344 Count3,~,5ly~)

34124
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361
362 wh i Ia( (tst (bo -naet r)2iSO)
363 coloe(1I);

365z :&mnesttestl;
366 C

370 case 'P:
371 1=(o--cr)

373 for(eI:0d<10;d44) 4
374 seomnt(v-lb,y*2+d.x,Y+?*d);
375
376 flintbl Ia] (31;
3717rek
378 case 0':
379 x (hot-wcord)j

381 fOr('1:;d10;d,4) I
382 sO'.nwt~xI6,py2dv,Y-2d);
383
38a limntbl [a) [3Jz1;
38S break;
386 case 'R:

368 x (hin'-)ycord);
389 ~r~;(1d~
391) seqffnt
391 (

1  j0yldw110yld
392
3Q3 CIrIbIC10;
394 label (xtv,teSt,ClIPbl);
3QS rek
396 case '5':
397 xN (bo1->xCord);
398 v : (P.0l-ycoufj)1
399 for(I0;ac<31;dt.) I
£100 see~int (i-I S,y-I S+d.+It*, y-15'd);
401 v
002 ff(vers~x3) i
403 motrz &namesltestlI
04 9.ole2: *nntr;
05 CIr~blzatoi('hold);

4*06

4107 (glr0i(19);k,

4125
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'122 emtiJ1i
'123
4124 for (Ir;k<19;k..)4
'42S s:I;

'127

'129 emttjl)
4130
4132 noe kames~test~i);
4133 hold = *note;l
4134 Clrlblzatoi(&hold);I
'135 label (w,),test~clrlbl)i
'136 color(I14)
1437
4138 else 4
439 cil.b1'1
'140 label (x,v~test,clrlbl);

'142 breisk;
4143 default:
4441' orintf("meme not valid identifiero)
'45S soace(2);
'146 break;
'147
448
'149 1limktblItal (0l)out

4150 1itnkto) (a) fl) 3 x

453
'154 count++;
'155 balt+

as?7 if~versz=3) 4
458 entryZOl
459 siniouctblfemtryl(Ollinkthl(0)(011
460O unih3uetbl(entryl(1Jzlinictb(01U1

461 uniou'etbl Ientryl.121:linktol 101 2);1'* '162 uniouetbl entryl 131:linkcthl (0]1311
464 for(1:Ohi~a;i++)
4165 1f(uminuetbl(entrvylltlinktblti+llt11 &Z
'166 unicluethl lentrv~] l irzktrlfi*13(21)4
'167 /* CIO -totrrltq

4e70y (ib 1.12(01

474 unimlttJ enfty 1311fkth1114J13l;1
'175 btr+
476
477
4178
'179 nbrolotmej
4180 return;

126
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41811
a52
483
484' olaces() I

'186
'887 Uf(snzz'I) 4
488sap()
'889 orintf("***h)OATA STRUCTuRE LINKTOL )

4890 soace(2);

491 for(iihrDot~i+d)
4q2 *or(h=O~h<4ih*t) I

494 1
495 smace(1)i
496
'897 soace(2);
498 if(versz=

3 ) I

'199 ,rint#(****3-ATA STRUCTURE UN~IQUETSL")

1500 sonce(a);

Sol for(j=0;j~tblCt'~j+) I

502 tor(kzosk<4.kC+) f

503 print f("Z'l --",uniouetl(j] (k)i

50oil
505 space(l)5
506
507)
508 goace(2)1
509
510 return;
sit
512

515 /* determines nale lanei olaceent in relation to rode ~
516 int f,i;

* 517 Ch~er a;
SIB
519 color(cibl);
520 jf(wv',250) (

521 if~yy)2S0) 42411;

S23
52" else f

525 if(vy)?5'J) A=131t5268a 11,
527

529

530 %.itch (a1) 4
531 casoa':
532 *u:~it*

533 charac((xww(20#(8hi))),vy+lnameshh) )I
534 zzttI
53S
S36 breakS
537 cs1'

538 top(vi4~l2114+) 4

540 z+

* I, 
127
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541 1
542 Dreefr;
5L43 case '3':

S44 for(i=0;i<2;It.) 4
5o5 charec((yxx(32C(8*i))),yy+15,naesizzi );

*S48 breakl

560 for ece(.2);+)

551e~~ chre( 8x(2-8i),YY-2mnames Czzl);

572 twiz++c2V
53

56 reun;,e(v~thr)£ \'

578

560 vbuet(If

581 1ng 0';

5b2 Che Sobuit~hl d

59 t)e 3:

567 ornr."* lEEAE3VEStST HI RPISPAKG m)
56 sqe-* PES SLC N OF*-inore THrEo FOry IN VERSnl IOS \m ;

S67 ~ ~ t aoam~sace2)
568 t'it(" VRSIN 1.. aklETPCAE .... YP n)

56 oinf( VRIO 2.. PCKTPEREENATON.. 1282\n)

S7 -rnt~ VESO- . UTRUIG AKG .. TP n)
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601
602 j++ ;
603 )

604 else f
605 switch(v) 4
606 case '0':
607 set = 0;
608 break;
609 case '1':

620 set 2 1;
611 break;
612 case '2':
613 set z 2;
614 break;
615 default:
616 orintf
6t7 ("***-incorrect genisco set try again');

68 orintf
629 (" set selection shoulo be 0,1 or 2");
620 n 1 1;
621 1otO tdiCe;
622 break;
623
624 i++;

625 )i 626
627 if(nzzt) I
628 soace(2);

629 erirtf(",**->NrJ SELECT THE GENISCO SET YOU wISH \n");

630 orintf(" THE PROGRAM TO HE DISPLAYED TO ..... \n);
631 crnrtff" IN C3 LAB EITHER SETO. SETI OR SET2 \n");
632 qoto twice;
b33 1
634 return;
63S 1
636
637
638 imarkC) 4
639 /k marks initial state of System by calling aoprorriate function */
6410 mnt hocoourtepoxy;
641
64 bol xfil
643 dfltcolorx3;

b4 color(dfltColor);
645 clourz?;
646 ctroverflowzO;

647 while (c:(bfl->nem.,tr)) !=O)

649 switch(vers) 4
"b65O case 1:

!' 651 iversl(;
652 broak;
653 case 2:
654 ivers2(colour);

655 break;
656 case 3:
6S7 ivers3(colour);
658 break;

659 I
660

129
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661 if(dfitcolor!:3) color(3);
662bo+
663

664 color(14)3
665 orinto(O,3S0.,480.,"TI'lE FRAME 1)

667 trnljte(1);
668 disola.U
669 holdo;
670 trnlite(2);
671 reset(1);
672 color(13);
673 ovrflow()z
6741 orintoC0,350.#M$0.,*TIME FRAME:1)
675 return;
676b
677

678
679 hold() 4
680 int holdinq$
681
682 SIDaCe(2))
683 nrintf("***->THTS IS THE INITIAL STATE OF THE NETWOCRK \n");
684 orintfC" TYPE <RETUR(4i TO CONTINUE EXECUTION...\m)
685 whi le(Choldiinnqetcharo)L:'\nl) I
686 /* oo nothing looo'

* 687
6el8 ret urn;
689)
690
691
692 iverul() 4
693 int Opxe,;
6941 char check;
64S
696 ez(bol1)mrker);
697 x2(oI-,xod
698 v,(rol.)vcord);
699 z:Cbol-;,mameptr);

* 700 if((checkznamnestz~l)1:T 1 (check~nameszil)W:0)4
701 rnqOK3051-y3,2e)
702
703 else I
704 if (cm'ecWnae.s It.1J::'I ' ) oit(,-4051-y2,
705 else cit(~-Q051-y9,X"e
70a I
707 return;
708)
7019
710
711 ivers2(colour) 4

712 int *,wvpzI'1713 char check;
714
715 em(t'l-Arter);
7 16 NZ(tol -3,corJI)

*717 v=(tbn1vcor1))
718 ZZ(bol.,na.YRentr)1
719 ii((checkznarme9IZ~ll)!='I' 9& (checkznameslz+I1):'O')4
720 oCkt2(xv,v~Co'~ur);

130
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721
722 else 4
723 i t(check~namesizsll=2'7 ) oit(,-~.,1.(+)"d,)
724 else nintq(,-4.0,51.(Y9)."%d~te)
725S
726 return;
727)
728
729
730 jvers3(colour)(
731 Char keeophkptr;
732 iMt asaafbobbococc,clr (251 ,itk,nostackstotalpxtyj
733
734 totalzoi
735 =;
736 x=(bol.>xcord);
737 yz(trl.)yvcorl);
738 a:CbpI1)2enih):
739 hz(vol-arpeot r)
740 Cz(hol->Imarker);
741 total t~tal .e;

743 i f(c>0) I
744 f*r( 10; i C; i ) I
745 kotr = Snaneslb~a-2)
746 keeo 2 *kntr;
747 clr~vn]:etci(&keeo);

748 n++,;?I
755 eo=*or
756 stackat'es(b&(a-)l!;

757 it (na'mes (c*(a-1 )l :'2' ) stackzstack+20;
758 else stack 2 stack + 10;
7S9
760
761 for(i20);i~stackIiI.) 4

t 763 ma=(ml-lelgth);
764l ooz(tol -mnaeotr);
765 cc=(t-ol->-mrker);

766 rotAltoti1eCC;

768 for(kflk4CC4,+)
709 kntr = l&ames~bb~aa-2)
770 keop 2 *or

772 M+
773
774
775
776 i f (na."Pslb+l!2 I & namps Ib +IIl!zO' 1 4
777 C'cItt 3
778 (x~v~totaloclrtl clr(2l ,clrI3J ,clr(1cir clrC11J clr(7).
779 colour);
780
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781 elseI

783 else orimtg('3,x-I'.0,511.-(Y-9),"Zd',total);

785 return;

787
708
759 oveIead(flaO)

-"0 int #uCketl2,Count,fdIQtlpnbutrnS;
791 lf(flaq!l3) (
792 it(fla9:1t) 4
793 fl = Open (fbufp 0);
794 if (fd(:0) 4
795 Printf(*h->error occurred in ovening td file');
796
797 fdfbufzfd;
798 fo=ocen (ot~uft 0);
799 if (fo<=0) 4
800 orintf(*k*->error occurred in ooening fg file");

802 f'lIqcufzfg;
803
80'4 if((count~read (fdlf uf, bucket, 2))!=2) 4
805 orintf("***-3error occurred in fd bucket read");
806
B07 if((CbuntzreaeI Clifouf, buffer,(ievemts*2)))!=(ievents*2))
808 orintf("**.error occurred in buffer read');
809 1
810 1 f(Coumt~reAo (fnjcjrufo bucket, 2M2:2) 4
811 orintf("***-er-or occurred in fa bucket read*);
81? 1
8313 if((count~read (fdobuf. cntt'l,2))!=2) 4
814 orimtf("*ft*-error oCCurred in cntrl read*);
815 1
816 iffcntri (01::0) I
F117 soace(2);
Big orinrf(**-2the last network state h~as been achieved");
819 koictureszoictuesIf)1
820 soace(2);
821
822 else 4
F123 if((countzrea, (fdqbuf, tbucket, 2))!1:l) 4
824 orintf("***-error occurrel in tucket read");
A 25
026 nr~rt rms = c-)t rIlOj *2;
A27 i f(Cc jn t zr~a a ( f -o'u f. fii na ,nr t rns) ntr t nns)
828 orintW(*4*->enrro occurrn in firino read");
82q
A 30
S 31
03? else
P33 close( fflfbt
834 close(frjlaoufJ1
835
036 return;
8437
838
839
840 stage()

132
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841
1%2 if (koictures!=O &t. kvictures<Pictures+I) 4

8'*3 oreread1(2);
844 if(incturesizctues~l) f
845 trnlite(1);

847 o~ause( I) ;
848 trnlite(2);

851 return;I

855 ,parking() f
856 /* function disolays suiccessive iterations of the network *
8157 int CojoUr,1jrw,iimarkuf,xy;

859 bol = filet;
860 n =2
8161
802 I* folloilno loon Processes ieveot I data entries each Pass*

863 for(ko~ictures2O kpi cturescoi ctures; koictureste) A

8641 stao(;
8 65 if(Ikoictures>))(
ebb reset ()i 867 color(t3);
868 ovrflowo;
869 orint03(0,3S0.,480.,"TImE FRME % d,n)l

870
871
872 if lao 2 koictures;
873 draw = (bc1)3olot);
874 ditcolorz3;
8475 color (Ifltcolor);
87o colour=2
877 ctroverflowzO;
878 #or (120; 1 < ieventS; i++)
879 if (draw 1) 4)
A40 ictr = 2

881 switch (vers)4

882 case 1:
883 versiC);

A84 )eak;

885 case 2:
886 vers2(colour)l
e97 nreak;
el 888 case I:
889 vars3(enour);
P90 break;

893 i ictr+.;

894 ,i 'ljtcolor~m3) celor(3);

896 draw (bol -I. Plot);

A97
a98a effitcolor=1M
899 color(dftcolor)iI900 colourals,
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901 orintq(0,3Sfl.,UAO.,"T1mE FRAME J,)
902 Dause(2);
903 trnlite(3);
904 boQ1 filel;
905
906 orereod(3);
907 return;
908)1
909
910
911 ovrflow() 4
912
913 int i,xY;
914
915 izoJ
916 while(overflowtbl il 0110)
917 xzoverflnkwtblil(0l;
918 yzoverflowttl(i)l11;

920 overflowtel li) ITl:0;
921 overf~oatbl~i)11=0
922 i+
923
924 return;
925)
926
q27
928 versl() I
929 int eoxeyor;
930 Char Check;
931
932 color(3);

933 ezbufferlictr);
93s x=(bol->xCord);

936 z:Cbcl1->namyeptr);
937 4t((Check~nameslz.1)1:=I' && (Check~names(z+11l!'OJ) 4
938 printg(0.x-3.0.511I.-(Y-I),"%d",e);

940 else f

941 i f(checlc~nemes Cz+lJ ::'1') printa(0,x-1'4.C511.(Yt2),"d",e);
942 else rn(0-1.,1-(-)"de)

j944 return;

906

94A vers2(colour) 4
049 int "ark,X,2,Z

$950 chAr chpckh
951
952 w=07I >ycor)
953 zol>od)

955 .prk="ufferlicttlF
956 jf((check~name%(z*Illi:' . (choCk~mahes(z*11)!1'0')
957 ockt2(x,y,'nark-,colour);'I 95 elsef
960 if((check~namesrz.Il 1:') rt(xl405.(v2i"mr)
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961 else ~it(,-UOS .(~)~cwmr)
962
9b3 return;

965
966
9 b7 vers3(c6lour) 4
9b8 int a~aapbtbh'mak,larks,clr(25l ,ipkontstacketotaltxoy;
969 char keeQ.*kotr;
970
971 total:O;
972 MCI;
q73 xz(hol- -*cord);
974Z vz(ho01vcord);
975 az(bnl->lenqth);
976 t-z :cI n me t r)
977 marlczbuffertictrl;
978 total :total tmark;
979 if(m'ark3,O) I
980 for(jz0;j~vnarkfl*+) 4
981 kotr z &nameslb+a-21;
982 keeo z*kotrl
q93 clr(nJ~atoi (vkeeo);
984 ++
985
986
957
988 icot r z &names (b~ai;

910 keto z Okotr;
900 stackzatoi(gkeec);
Q91
992 imertall:014
993 if(names(h(a-l)1zz'2) stack~stack,20;
Q94 else stack z stack + 10;
995
996
997 for(i=0;i~stscklI;j++) 4
995 bol..;
999 ictr*4;
1000 Aa=(bol->lIenCth);
1001 bb(hf)I-).ameotr)i
1002 marksmouffer(ictrU;

*1003 totalitotal +nvarks;
1004 ilC~warks3)0) f

100b, Kntr z nxmeS~bb~aa-2J;
1007 teenz *Krtr;
IOLU cirfnlzto1(fkeet');

1012
&1013 if(ma'mesh~lJ!'P &w. names1bl)1J-'G) 4

1015 (x,v.tetai,c r ill ,c 1r [21*cl r(31 pci rufl cl r(I cl ribi cl r171
1016 colour);
1017
10t8 else f
1019 if(maftresjh~j11S:' I) oiioOu1*051(4)~"tt
1020 else oitC~-/.,t.yJ"ttt
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1021 1
1022 returm;
1023
1 02&
1025
1028 ockt2(xaxis,yaxis,&,.int,closs)
1027
102A switch(ooint)
1029 case 0:
1030 break;
1031 caso 1:
1032 bol(xxS3' ,1.yxs3*.(aj+)1,1.ygs)1)
1033 break;
1034 case 2:
1035 bloc'((xaxis3)*2.,5l1.-(vaxis,3)*1., (xaxis+31*1.,511.-(Yaxis-3)'1.);

1037

1038 case 3:

10412 break;
10(43 case 4I:

10448 break;

10449 case 5:
2050 o,oCk((xaxi%-3)*.ell.-(yaxis*3)*t *,(xaxis+3)*1 .,St 1.-(Yaxis-3)*l.);

1053 tnIOC((aX.~iS-3)el.,511.-(yaxhis-7)I.,(xaxis+3)*1.,511.-(yais-3)*1.);

105" blocKc((xaxis-13)*1.,511 *-(vaxis*3 )*1.. (xaxis-7)*1.,52 1.-(vaxis-3)*1.);
1055 tbreak ;
1056 case 6:

1058 block((xaxis-3)*2.,lt.-(Yaxis-7)*1.,(xavis+3)*1.,51 1.-(vawis-13)*.);

1059 b)IOCK((vawis-3)kl*,5 1 *(yavisi+l3)*I.,(xaxis,3)t2.,51 1.-(yaxis*7 )*1.)5

1063
1064 case 7:

1067 1tfvxs)I.~
I08 rdcCwabS)'.5

2072

1075 re fauI r
10714 ov-rfl,Wt1ctrv-Hflow1f01:wauis;

*1076 ctrOvprflOw++;
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1084 color(class)V
l08s dtl tcolorzclass;
1086 rt(O ai.0S -vts2)30"don-)
1007 oea
1088 reue

1090

1095
10962 wth ttl

1097 case 0:
1098 break;
2099 case 1:
1100 color(c1);
1101 block((xaxis-3)*l .,5I I.(Cyaxise3)*1.,(woxis+3)*1.,511.-(yauis

3 )*l.);
1202 oreak;
1103 case 2:
1104 colop(c1);

1106 color(cp):
1107 ~ 1c(wxs3e.51-yws)2. xus3*.51(ail)1)
1108 break;
1109 case 3:
1110 color(cI);

1111 cloc2 axs3* ,5 -)a;4)1 ,(ai+)l.,1.yts)1)

1114 color(c2);

1116

1117 case 4:
1118 color(ct)i

1120 col#,r(c2);

1122 color(c3);

1J?ti colorfcq);

11A ce1,r(cl)z

1130 ee~lor(c?)Z

1134? cmn~c

II1IM color(C-4)

1136 color(CS);
1137 nlock ((xa i 9-3)o 1. #511 I -Cvaxfs#3). iroxt-7)*1 .,SlI.-(yaxis-3)*l
1123 break;
1139 cast 6:

* 110 color~cl);

I. 137
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1141 bet(axs)*.11(axs)*.,(ai+)1,1 (ai3a j
1142 color(c2);

12104 color(c3)3

11416 color(c4 )

1148s color(cS);

1150 color(c6);

1152 break;
1153 case 1:
2154 color(cl);

1150 co1or(c2)3

I158 colo.-(c3);
llq blockCCxaxis-3)&1.,511.*(Yaxistl3)k2.,(xaxist3J*1.,511.-(yaxise

7 )*1.);
1260 color(ca)3

11h2 color(c5);
2263 t3ocK((xegisg13)*1..521.-(yaxis*3)*1.,(xaxis-

7)*1.,S11.-(Yagis-3 )*1.);
I1I64 co Iov(cbfl

1166 co Ior CO);
1167 bloc4(Uxaxis47)h1.,5l2 *-(Yaxist13)*1.,(xaxis+13)*.,51.-(Yagis*?)1l.)3
1168 break;
l160 default:
2170 overtlnwtbl(ctroverflowi(0iuxexisi
1171 ovetfloothlt1ctroverflowJ(1zyaxiS;
1172 ctroverflob.#.;
1173 coloI~cC)i

1175 coloe(c2);
1176 bloc(Lwaxis-3)*2 .,511.-(Yagis-7)k1.,(xaxist3)*1.,1 2.C(Yaxis-1

3)*1.);
1177 colow(C3);

117c) co~orCc4)
1180 ,1oCl((xaxis47)*1.,521.-(vaxis*3)*2.,(xaxis42

3 )*1.,S1 1.-Cyaxis-3)*1.);
1181 coloi(cs);

I2183 color(c6);

lips coh,)r(c?);

cm, PH cl I ss)

2289 rintq(ejyvwjg3.0,5I .- (yeuis2).O,"%dw",total27);

114 return;

2 294

1190 st

114v7 /* raset function for successive metwork iterations '

129e int imaekow,yerz
I 2 q
1200lf If(veesxz2 ;I veeszz?) f
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1201 for(iz:0i~nbrlotli*)
1202 color(1'O;
1203 xz ile hI li III)i
12041 y=linkthl(iI (21;
1205 z=l,9kt0,l(ii(31;
1206, Mfz:)
1207 bok(.)1,1 (-)1,x3a.51-y1)I)
1208 hok(-3*.51-y1)1.(t3e.51(3*.
1209
1210 elseI

1211 l~(16*.51(+0*.K1,1.yZ*.

1213
12141
121S
1216 else
1217 for(i=O;i~tbletr-l1i+t)
1218 color(15);
1219 xzurliauettbl(iIII
1220 yzun i uetl i) I( 121 ;
1221 Z Uni -WetblI (i 1 (31 ;
1222 if(z:-0) 4
1223 bokx)I,11C.)lK3*.51(1)1)

1225S

1226 else

1228 blocc((s-16)*1.,51 I .(y+1O)'l .,xal.,51 1.-(yIZ)'l.);
1229

1231
1232 return;h
1233
1234
1235
1236 trnlite(tflag) 4

12311
1239 foroi=0;h~cntrl(Oj~h,,) 4
1240 k-c2=fIle2;
12431 for! j:0 j<(firino(hl -1): jt) 4

I1243
1244 if(on=(oo2-trrolot)zx1) I
124S x=(biv2-),xcvrd);
1290 Y=(t~o'vcord);11247 if(ttlao:1I ,: Iflag::?) color(il);
12409 elsen C,v-(I).;v*

1250 IZO rle)

1254
1255

1257 if(tflao::1 1 tsiga::3) 4
1258 lf(Tflqr,::1) color(ll)i
1259 else coloe(14)5
1260 flaqz0l
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1261 ,y.(bo2-intern);
1262 rmiothll(ll
1263 fOr(i:0i~r;i*+) (
3264 inoziotblimv~$13
1265 fOrti:O;j'mbrOlOt;j++) 4
1266 it(in0::linktblljjL0j)
1287 xx) inktblt jIi] 3
1268 Yyl nktbl (33(231
1269 if(flaazz0)
1270 it(xxczx) fleg:11
1271 else flap:21
1272 stlag(hl~flaol
1273
1274 1 f(flacz=1) intrnsl(xxryyrxoy);
1275 else intrns2(xxvyyox~v)1
1276 jznbrplot;
1277
1278
1279 m+
1280
1281
1282
1283 it(tflaq==2 :! tf1aqz=3)
12844 i f(tflao:=2) color(11);
1285 else color(14);
1286 n:(bo2-)outtrn);
12R7 sziOtbil (i;
1288 for(j:0'(iqi+) 4
1289 eOutoiotolln.311
1290 f
1291 if(outn::l inktblI) f (3
1292 %xz:l i~tr1l ii;
1293 yvl inktbl fjI(2] 1
1294 i f(SflaQlhl::1) 3utrmsl(xxrvvxpy);
3295 else out ens2(xx,vv.x.y);
3296 jznbrolot;
1297
1298
1299 ii*3

1300

1301
1302
1303
1304 return;
1305

y 3~~136:~gp

13078
1315 trms2)vvmkol 4

13160o~r3)

131137 ~ f sep ; w~-0~.,2
1318 mio(vntrnh2-rmvr)z0;
1319 if(bo2-trmnot3U )
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1321 erharac((xE.M.(8*i)),Y*24I#names(k,1I);
1322 k++;
1323
1 32'4
1325 color(II);
132t6 flao0o
1327 m(n-,nr)
1328 rziotbl (m'
1329 for(i=:0u i+#j4)
1330 ino:,otbl (.,"+I)
1331 for(j=0;j~mbrolotj++)I
1332 i#(inP~z:1nktb1 (jI(0)
1333 icx:1 irktbl (I) ill ;

1335 if(flaq=:0) I
1336 i1(xx~:x) tlaqzl1
1337 else flao=25
1338
1339 1 f(flazl) intrns1(xwyrxvv);
1340 else lflttns

2 (xx~yyEDY);
1341 i~mbrolot;
134*2 1
1343
1344 m++;
13415

134S7 n:(ho2-outtrn);
13'*8 sitlm
13'&9 f~'0is1,
1350 outociothlm*11;
1351 tor(j=0;jcnbrolot;i+.)
1352 if1(wito::lintbl)0(0))
1353 vx~l inktbl ()1(I l
131;4 ~vy: imictbl (j] (21 ;
135S if (f1ao: I) 3Out ms I(xv, yye xfy)
1356 else outrrm52(xvx,vvxy);
1357 jnbrolot;

1359
1360 n++ti
1301
1362
13o3 t&2+

l36e4

1367

I 36qe tn~ipv8%V

1370 int inp'ut;
1371
1372 1tx'v1)
1373 if(vyyzy) I

1 S74 if(yyzz) lnout=OI
1375 else innuta21
1376
1377 else ino'Jt:?;
1378
1379 else I
2300 if(yy(:yY) inoutzQ;
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1381 else ineutz3;
1382
1383
1384 switch (input)I
1385 case 0:
1386 seqmnt (xxv16,vyyxl,v);
1387 rQst arrow C -I v);
1388 break;
1389 case 1:
1390 seqnmnt (ww*I2,yv*2,x3l2#v8)U
1391 sentv-?.v-,x-1.y-e);
1392 raotarro(x1,vy8)i
1393 oreak;
1394 case 2:
1395 se~nnt (xx*1?,vyt2Px-l2 rvyI3);
1396 ern(vI2y8x,*)
1397 rCISirArrow(v1vv+A):
1398 break;
3399 case 3:
1400 sea-mnt (x2,vy1l2,x1l2,Y+36);
1301 segrnt (x1l2 Pv+lb~xv1,Y~6);
1402 I ftsewj (%v12,y+26);
3403 rqrtarrcw(v1 ,y+1 6)J
1404 rat

1405case 'a:
1406 se3mt (xx3lPv~2,yylw2#Y-36);
1407 s~n x1.lxu1)
1408 I ttqema (v-l2oy-2 6);
1409 rghtarrowC 3-1 y-16);
1410 oreakS
1411
1432 return;
1413
1414
1415
141b rghtarrew(xov) I
1417

1419 seQrnnt (x4,y+4*x,y);

1420 return;
1423
1422
14?3
1424 lftseil(x~v) 4

143l double sirto;

3427

3430
1431

3413&1 d1,t C- (k / el.5 .- 2)I

1438 :o t wx-(k/..).%l I . - -2)
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1442
14'*3 )
14144 r~eturn;~

144*7
14118 outrnsi(%%,Yyfxy)
14*49 int output;
14*50
14*51 fv(t2) I
14*52 if(yy(zy){
14*53 if(yy==Y) Outaut=0;
14*54 else outout:1;

1456 else outout:2:
14S7 1
1458 else
14*59 1f(YYC=Y) aUtp~utx4
1460 else Outoutt:3

1461
1462
1463 Switch (Outout) 4
14*64 case 0:
1465 sej'nt(x41.y,xx-20,yy)I
1466 rahtarrow(sxK2Oryl
1467 ttreak;
14*68 case 1:

1469 seqmt (xl2,v-Rk,xx-24,yy+8)i
14*70 secmnt (xx-a8,yy*,vxx-2Ogyy+8)I
1471 rohtarrow(vx-20,yv+8) I
14*72 seqmit (x+l DY-SDv+l2,y-8);
14*73 break;
10474 case 2:
14*75 se-wmt (x+l2,V+8,XX-2S,yy8)5
14*7b sejmnt Cvv?*P,v-,w20yy-8);
14171 rqhtarrow(xw-2flvyvy) I
1478 seomnt (x+1 ,y+8f34I?fv+ 8 )I
1479 break;
1480 case 3:
I 011 se-.vint(x~lv.y.I6,'c+12,v+Ihfl
14082 se~mnt (xI2,y+3b,'aw+2AeyyS8)I
1483 seimnt (wx*?8,vyySx20#yy-8);
141%4 Iftarrowtvw20,yy-A);
14AS POStseml (x4Il,y+2b);

I I1f%7 ca-ste 4:

1489 seq'.nt (v.1 ,v-3o,xx+2Suvy*8);

1491 lftarrOw(v~tO,yv+8)i
14*42 roht%*mi(xt12,v-2b);
1493 brook;
14194
1495 return;
149b
1497
1498
14*99 rght~emilsvy)
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1501 douole sqrt();
1502
1503 for*(~;c1~t

1505 z (y*(sort(100.-k*k)));

1506 dtx(/.,I~l
1507 dtE(/.,l.~

-t1508 if(k3,8) I

& ~~~~~1509 o x.k2)51i i

1512 dot(xl(k/2.)u51 l.-i+1);

1513 lot(x*(k/2.)vSII.-J-2);
1514 7ot(x*(k/2.),5ll.-j-I);
I515 dOt(%+(k/2.),511.-j+I);
1516 ootCE+(k/2.),S11.-jt

2 );
1517

1519 return;
1520
1521
1522
1523 Iftarro&e(xvy) 4
1520
1525S e~~ ~.,yJ ey
152b see4v'nt Cx+U,yt4&,u,yflI1527 return;
IS28
1529
1530
1531 ittv~s2(xvvvv,x~v) 1
1532 int inoutl
1533

1535 i#(Vyczv) I4
1536 if(v-o'=Z) jnutZO;
1537 elsp i~outz:1
1538
153q else irnnut22i
1540

1541 elseii 152 if(vy 4 y) ifm0ut-MIi
1543 else inout:-3;
1540

1546 switcm I& iout)4I1547 case 0:
1548 se-lynt Cw~&y~*

3 ~~~1549 lto(*.)

1551 case I :
1552 soevint x i-I2, yy*12, x+lI2#Y')

1553 cl tarrow(w*Iv
8 )i

1555 bresk;
Isso as 2:

1550 s.e'rnt(x%*12#v,w*%+ ,y+8

1559 I $tarvow(ut1,y*8)1

15b0 oek
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1561 case 3:

1563 sanmt~(x+l.,y+Ibvx~ly*26);
156'* rahtsemii(x*l2,Y+26);
1565 1 ftarrow(xt1 ,Y*16),

1567 Case 4:
-1568 se)mnt (xx+12,yyi12, v+12,Y-36);
1569 sqaint(x+l2 ,v-16vx+1 ,y-l6);
1570 rahtseni,(x+12,Y-26);
1571 1 ftarreow(xl,Y-16)i
1572 Oek
1573,
1574 return;

1576

1577
I578 outrris?(xx~yy~xvy)

1579 int output;
1580
1581 if(xx'(x-12))
1582 if(yy(=y) 4
2583 it(YY=V:) outouts03
15813 else outoutcl;
1585
158b else outout=2;
1587

1588 else
1589 if(vy(:y) 0utput111

1590 else output=53
1591
1592
1593 switch (outout)
1594 case 0:
1595 sezmmrt (xI ,y#%xx*2Oyy);
159b ltarrow(xx20,vv);
1597 hek
1598 case 1:
1599 soq,"nt (x-12,y-8,xx.28,yy'8);
1600 sea'nnt (xx+29PYy4'A#xx+20Pyy+8);
l601 iftarrow(xvi*2t,yve8);
1602 3eqnt(x-,y5S,x-12 Py8);

1603 break;
16011 case 2:

1605 seamrt(x-l2#v+ ,xx*2.4yy-8);
1606 seiC~t~f(xr f2P%,v-8,xxrw2,yy-8)I
1607 1 ftarrow..Cw+20,yv-83);
1608 senimnt tx-lyi8,x12Py*8);
1609 LOreak;
1610 case 3:
Ib161 sen-mt(x-I~y*16,xv12,y+lb);
1612 se-a-rt(x-l2vy+36,xx-28#yvB);
1613 seamnt(xvw-?vYY-AfXK20PyyS8)i
1610 rohtarroE( x-20PyySA)I
1615 1 ftqei(X1?e*Y+2b)1
1616 break;
1617 case 4:
1bis seqmtt(x-l,Y1l6,x-12*vy16)I
1619 seQmnt (x-12,v-3b,xx-28,yy+6);
t620 setent (xv.2(8iyyetxx-20,y+)1
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1621 rqhtarrow(xx-20*yy*8);.
182? 2 lftse,iC-12,Y-26);

1623 break;
1624
1625 return;
1626
1 627
1628
1629 col tab)
1630 int 81
1631
1632 i=11*16,
1h33 lodcol(it,,15,115,153; /* color 0 *
1634 lodcol(i+4+,0,10,0); /* color I *
1635 lodcol(i++u1S,0,0): /* color 2 '
1636 lodicol(i++.15,lS,0); /* color 3 *
2637 loaco)ui+,2,O,12); I* color 4l*
1638 /~c,~~,,,2 * color 5 '
1639 lomcol(.i++,p,6,5); I* color 6 .
1640 lomcol(i+1,5,3,3)) /* color 7 '
16'JI lodcol(it+,10,o,10)1 /* color 8 *
2842 lodco)(84+*,12,5,5)l /* color 9 *
1643 lodccl(ifi+,5,rj,3); /* color 10*
16'44 lodcol(it+,12.12,08; /* color 11*
16415 lojco)( 4'*,8,7,3); /* color 121
1646 lodicol(i4+1,S,4,2); /* color 13*
1647 lordco)(i+.,0.0,6); /* color 14*
1648 1odcol(i++,6,0,0); /* color 151
16489 return;

1653

t6528

1656
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2

PPOGRAM LINKGRAPH.C

a *STEPHEN C. JEr;NINGS JCq1 USMC
9 /ROPERT J. HARTEL CS91 USA

10
11 f*RITTEN FALL QUARTER 1979
12 N/*VAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL ****aa#

13 /*a*** MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA aaaaaa**/

15

17
18

20 1a*m. EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS ****/

22
23
24 /** LITERALS ***/

25
26 *define header 4 /* containS control 0 as to bytes read in */.
21 Naefine st 10 /* the Standard incut read buffer lenoth .... */
28 4jefine fired 100 /* the max 0 of transitions'fireo in I frame */
29 kdefime frames I50 /* indicates the total X of network states ..
30 Mdefine hounds 3b0 /* bounds on max & of nodes or transitions .
31 Sdefine upper 2000 /* defines iotbl max length .................
32 bjefine limit 3600 /* defines names maw length ................. a,
33
34
35 /**** STRUCTURES sma*/

36
37 struct 4 /* data structure information on net nodes .
38
39 imt etril; /* store control char not used in program . /
'0 int namectr; /* index to names array ....................... /
4! int marker; /A initial mal-ker state of the network ....... *
'2 int xcord; /* x cordinate of Place ...................... */
43 int ycord; /* v cordinatp of Place ..................... a*
'.4 int olot; /4 whether or not olace is to be plotted ,o. *
'5 mt len~th; /* lenoth of mame associated with Place .....

487 IfiMel bounisi *hot; /* pointer into data structure ..............'

50 struct / t* rlsta structure information on transitions. I1

52 int ctrl2; store control char not used i Program ... 'II 53 tnt trnotr; /* imoev to names array. ......................
54 imt imntrn; l* oi"nter to inputs for a transition ....... */
55 nt outtrn; I* vointer to OutputS for a transition ....... /
56 int vxcord; /* % cordinate of transition .................
57 int yvcord; /l y COrdinate of transition ................. */
SA lot trnolot| /* whether or not transition is to be olotted */
59 int trnlen; /* length of name associateo with transition */
60
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61 )fjle2 (bounds], *O2; /* oointer into data structure ..............

62
63
64 /**** INTEGERS **A*/
65
o6 int aI,a2sa3ps3; /* qlobal storage for each data structure ... /

67 int nufferlgounds); /* buffer into which each frame is read ...... /

f8 int cntri l]; /* variable containing a transitions fired.. '/

6
o 

int ctroverflow; /* keec track of nodes overflow status ....... a

70 int dfltcolor; /* a default color for indicating overflows . 'I

71 int fdfouf; /* file oescrietor for RUN--Y files .......... '/

72 int fdgbuf; /* file oescriotor for RUN--Z files ......... f/

73 int firinqtbounds); /* storaoe into which firi vieces are read . */

?Q imt iCtr; /* counter oassea to a function ............. 4/
75 int ievents; number of non- i displavable nodes ....... */
76 int iflao; /* counter for the interruot mechanism ....... /

77 int iotollunoerl /* forms input-to-outout relationshio .......*/
75 int kthframe; /* counter for the iterations of the network. */

79 int linktgl boundsl 1(1 / * version I & 2 screen modes locations ....... /

80 mit nbrolot; /* Counter for number of disolayed nodes .... k/

91 imt nbytesL2]; /* store Count fields for oat& structures ... 5/

82 imt overflowtb1(firedill2l; /* oate structure to store overflow locations */

83 int set; /* user selecteo conrac graohics screen ......./

84 int tabcount; /* Counter for link revert ....................a
95 int tlctr; /* a counter for version 3..reset Conditions. k/

86 int uniquetbi [firedl ( 11; /* reset table locations for version 3 ....... /

87 int vers; /* user selected aotion ..................... hi

88 int xisnstorelfirel]; /* coordinates retained for link revert .....

89 int xoutstorelfired] /* coordinates retained for link revert ..... */

90 int vinstore(fireal; /f coordinates retained for link revert .....

91 fit voutstoreffiredj; /* coordinates retained for link revert ....... /
92
Q3
92 /**** CHARACTERS ***k/

96
96 char cbuf [std] ; /* r uffer store of file to be executed .. *....*

97 char dbuf[stdl; /* uffer store determining data scan ........ 1

98 ciar fbuffsta); /* buffer to store name of second file ........

99 char obuf (stdl; /* buffer to store name of third file ........ */

100 char names(limit;. /* character array for node labels ........... */

101 char scrn; /* action variable for disolay to the screen. /

102 char tbuf(stdl; /* buffer to store timina variable ..........
103 char vbuf(std]; /* buffer to store version selected ......... */
k!04 Char timing; I* variable to set oroaram execution timing * a,

106

J 108 /kk FON'CTIU.Y 'AIN khaki

110
Il

112 main()
113
Ila extern rubout(); I* declare 'rubout' nlobally .................. *1
Its inito; /* read inout file .............................k

lI1 I etervina(); 16 verify if user wants to see data structure */
117 disolav(); /* Misolav inout to crt .......................

118 select(; /* select version of simulation S ;enisco set 0/
119 oreoare(2); * oreoare aenescn-conrac ..... ........
120 drawnodeo; /A draw network nodes on conrac ............. 1
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121 nlaces(); /* verify correct noloes e,awn ..... .. o
122 linc(); /* function deoict3 network Connectivity ....
123 im.rko; / startinq status of network packets ........ /
124 siqnal(2,rubout); /* sets *,3K' as interrupt .................. 
125 markimn(); /* successive iterations of networK flow ..
126 gnfini); /* Closinq Out qraohi s facilities ......... /

127
128
1 29
130
131 /ahh*~.*.*h*.h..aaa
132 /**** PROGRA:4 FUNCTIONS
133

134
135
136 Pause(oeroid) f
137 /o function necessary as sleep() not comoatible with signa() a/
138 int i,i,k;
139

140 printf (e**>iteertoto......
141 forij:O;,(oeroi+i,] 4
142 for(j:Oj¢4O0;jt4) (

143 for(k=0;kC000;k ) 4

145
147 Orintf(t*** ait....

1&s return;
149 )

ISO
150
152 rubout() 4
153 /* function enables the 'brk' key as the interruOt signal *l
154 char halt;

155
156 soace(2);
157 orintf

158 ("*a,, received sional...frame number %d...<ret) to continue \no,
159 (iflage2));

160 printf
161 ("e**)) for ter-nination of oroeiram...type brk' from console \n");
162 while ((haltoetchar(])!='\n'

)  
i

163 /* ,o-no~hin3 looo i

IDS ssonl(2,rubout);
2b return;

le,7 I
IDS
16q
170 soace(r-turns) 4
171 int i;
172
173 for (1-0; iCreturns; is.) 4
174 nrmtf['\m");
?S i

176 return;
177
178

179
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181 /ft function opons unformatted file P. initializes start Condition h
182 int a,bufctr,Coumt,fdviej;

* 13 char c,f;
184
185 snace(2);
lAb ori-tI("*-LINAGRAPH ILLUSTRATES NEToORK SIMULATION MODELS*);

* 187 soace(?);
188 orntf(***-)F2Er THE NVIlE OF THE FILE TO BE PROCESSED.-BUT \n");
189 printf(" !.,)TE THAT IHIS FILE MUST 6E AN UNFORFT'ATED FILE \m")
190 crimtf(" PRODUCED AS A RESULT OF EXECUTING simulator.out \ni");
191 orintf(" THE LAST LETTER OF hIHICH MUST END IN LETTER 'X' \no);
192 error:soace(2);

194
195 iz0;
19*, while((c=getcharo) W \n) f
197 couflijzcI
1Q8
199
2700 chufLil:'1\01;
201
202 bufctpzij
203 for(iZ0;iehupctr~ji++) 4
204 iFru*(j1:ftuf (jl:cbuf(j1;
?05 ff(cbufljl==,' I
?00 fr~ut~ij2Y,;
207 atufljjJZl'
a08 0onufhj~11:toufuit1):'eo';
209 izbufctr;

211
?12
213 fd z coen(ebuf,O);
214 if (Id C= 0) 4
215 Drimtf
216 "*~r.r occurred in ooenina file ... try again*);
217 svace(3);
218 goto error;
?19 1

221 if(CcOunt 2read(fci,nbytes,heaoer)) !=header)
222 orintf("erpor occurred in neoytes read');
2223 ievents a (rhytesfll - 1);
2243 *1 hyt.sLIJ;
225 a2(nbvtesII1-l)'lQ;
22b if((cmunt 2 reaI(HIfilelpe)) !-- a)
?27 orimtf("error 5ccurea in filel readaN);
228

210 C)Pintf("ptrror occurrel in ltvtes read*);
* *1 2~l aZ:ntyteqIll;

* ~~~~23? 2n~tg1 1*6
?33 if(Cccuntzeeae,(fi,pf e2,A))1:a)
234 mrirtf("prrnr occurrecl in file2 read*);
235
a3b if(tcountzread(fd,mvtes~eeaier))!2header)
237 orfrmtPerror occurred in healer reed*);

*238 932mbytesills

239 a=(ntets(ll.l)*2;

240 i I( (countcreal( fi,iotbl a))!za)

150
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241 crintf("error occured in iotbl read");
2412
243 if((countea(fd,noytes,header))!zheader)
2414 orintf("error occurred in header read*);
245 a4znooesill
24o aznt~tes(11*l;
247 i f( (countzread(fd,names,a))I.za)
248 orintt("error occurred in names read");
249
250 close(fd);
251 return;
2521
253
254
255 determine() I
256 int i;
257 char d;
258
259 space(2);
260 orintf("*'*-3-FUt,,CTIO-4 DECTFR.INE' ALLO.AS THE USER \n');
261 printf(" To EXA'4INE ALL PRIAARy DATA STRUCTURES*);
2(32 over:soace(2);
263 orintf
264 ("***-1,F TH~IS FEATURQE IS DESIRED TYPE I IF NOT 0, THEN <RET3,O);
265 oc()
266 0it "*."

267
268 i=0; du~~
269 whi le((izetChar)!z'\n') 4

272
273 dbufti]l:\0);
274
275 i=0;
276 while(dtuf(ji!'\O')
277 d0ou f Ci I;
278 switch(d) 4
279 case'0'Z

280 %crn:''ii'281 hreak;
282 case')':
2 83 scrn:'l*;
284 rvrintf("***-'SE CONJTROL fQ 6HEN SCREEN FULL*);
285tr0ai
2 b -ault:

L287 urimtft"**->ether blanK or invalid entrv");
2(%A onto over;
289 treak;
290
291 it+;

203 return;

205
296
297 disclav()(
298 int i;
299
300 if(scrz,')(

isi
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301 sosceC2)
302 tot Z filet;
303 0rnt".. FILEI DATA STRUCTURE");
3013 so~ce(2);

306 ("lnfeed 4 marker . cord Ycord oiet length \n');

309 bol-)ctr1,hol-nameotr* ba->rn er~bo-3-xcord*

311 3l+
312 )
313
3143 soace(2);
315 ~ o2 = fie2;
31b orintt("***-> FILE2 DATA STRUCTUNEI);
317 soace(2);
3138rnt
319 ("infeed trnotr intrn outtrn xxcord Yycord trnolot trnlon \n");
320 fr(i=O;i'a2; ite)i
321 orintf('. \t %d \t %,3 \t %a \t %d \t %rI \t %a \t %d \t \nw,
322 tr2->ct rl2,bo2->t Pnotr,bD)2->intrn,bo2-)-outtrn,
323 O2->xxcor~,bo2-ycord,ho2-trnplot ,t,2-2trnien);
3243 bo2+,
32S l
326
327 sc'ace (2)
328 ornth*~ ICT3L DATA ARRAYO);
329 soace(2);
330 for (iZO; i'a3; 1++)
331 orintfU"d ", iotbl I));
332 )
333
331 soaceC2);
335 orintf("***-> NAMES DATA ARPAYO);
3346 soace(2);
337 for (1:0; i~au.l; i.+) i
338 ovintf("%.C",naMesLl );

& 339
34*0 saace(2);

31*2 return;

31*5
34J6 orrare~tyom) I
3a*7 I. function i-inr~tOS ap-t, SCr@P^ size and color table '
3Mai int n,t,v;
3.39

'I353 oenisco (set);
352 eraseU;
353 cenuO.OS.OSIf;

155 clao
35b colort(ll)3
31;7 for(nzl?;n313n.*) 4
W5 color(n);
3S9 for(t=Oit45l2;t++)

360 seeimnt (Opv~t ,53I,v~t 3;

152
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361
3e62
163 return;
364
365
3b6
367 drawmode()

K 3U8 /t funct ion disolays tyoe '.location of network modes *
369 Char C,'nOtrph~ld;
370 imt a~tb,cltol ,eosntpdventryp,ipj,krlonod.,testKty.*Zz
371 float S;
372 double sqrt(;
373
374 bol, - filet;
375 8a:0;
376 count a 2
377
378 wh iie(( test: (Dnp-aeotr')1:20)4
379 color(1'1);
380 test++;
3L% I nZ2&aneS Itestlj
382 c z :
383
384 if ((b:(bol-3-olot))!z 0)
385 switch (CH4
386 case 'I':
387 Role= I
388 z (t-3,cotd);
389 z (bol-),vCord);

390 for(dm0;d-Cl0;d++) 4
391 seqmnt(x-16,y+2+dt,y'2td);

392
393 if(verszz3) 4
394 notrt: gnaesftest~l)i
395 hold= *nIptr;
396 clrllatot (fhold);
397 labe) (xfvptest,clrlbl,node);
398 color(1Q)5

4 399
400 else 4
401 CrhZ4
'a02 lat'el (v,',test,cltlbl,node);
'803

* '0'8 lin'ctbl (a) (31=1;
'805 bek

407~ mle=?;

'808 K (Dot1>wcord);
400 v (tol->,corl);
'8t0 f~,e(I:0;,4%10;rI+4) I
oil1 segmnt(x-bav-?du',y2d);

all3 if ( vprsmz)

415 Smld: *nrtr;
'816 Clrlti~atoi (IholJ);
'117 tlhe) fv,v,testsclrlblpnode);
418 color(148J
019
'120 else 4

153
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r 21 clfrlbl=14;

423
424 1 inktbl (a) (31:15;
'125 t'reakp

426 case ':

427 imodez05

429 (kc-ycr)

430 fo~=0o3 4d+

431 seQmnt

432 (9-18+d/4y+15dx18d/4oyt15Sd);
433

435 label(Kuyjtestclrlblpflode);
436 break;i
437 case IS*:
438 rnodezOJ
439 x Cbol-xcotd);

40 =*(hol-,cord);
441 For(d=0O(31;d++) 4

443
444 if(versz=3) 4

445 motr= &mtaes(test+1Ji
446 holad *nctr;

447 cl rlblzatoi (shrold);

449 color(1'4)J

451 else

453 label(xpvptestfclrlblvflode);

455 break;
456 case IT*:

459 y (vo1 Vcord);

460 for (Ik:O;kCl9i;c**) 4

461 92k;
462 i:(x-(sart (324.-s~s)));

463 j-v+S;

464

466

1471
472 gowtjjlJ
m3

47a if(vt*qzz) 4

475 ncotr a &ma,es~test+1)i

476 holdi z *flptfi

al7 c~ilbizat4(hold)i

O78 lat'el (w,vptettpclrlbl~flOO@)I

479 doloi(IU)1

400

154
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4181 else I

(483 laoel(w,v,teqt,Clrlbl~nooe);

4155 break;3

486 default:
487 orintf

4888 (*no-noe not valid idenltifier");

48Q s oe(2)3

4190 break;i

493 C luntbla1=;u

4399 bool++

Sol if(vers=2
3
)

S02 entry0o
503 uniquetol (elt) (0 I imkt~l (0) ()

505 uniiuetO1ltentry](?)1=inrtbl(01(
2 1;

506 ur'iaue'tol entry) (3) linkctl ) 131

507

508 frj~~i4
509 ituiutl~mrj' j~~kb l II &

510 uniouettl(entry) (21::linktbl [1111 )

511 /* do nothifm9 *
512
S13 else

514 entrv+4.;

517 uninu.etcbi tent ry) (0) 21 inktbl I 1t+1 (203

S17 uni4 u..tlCntrylL2]lltnktbllith)(
3 3 1

51g t DIt cr +
520 1

S23 ro rIot=a;

530

535 if1rZ11

532 ipac (); (4~

533 mrmt( ri*3n)tA f(
0 IR LNTH 0*

534 I44M()

539 soaee(l)J
540

155
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541 soace(2);
542 if(versxS5) 4
5gj3 crintfC"***-ir)ATA ST~tICTURE 'JNIfUET61L")I

5'15 for(izo;itl,1ctrij++) 4
S46 for(ic:O;w<cS;ke,) A
54? orintt("%d -,"uniqiuetbIljJik1));
508
549 soace( I);
550
551
552 scpace(2);

554a return;
5551
556
Sr7
558 labe 1(%xX, v#,, 1  ,Dl ace) -4
559 /* oeter"'ines nom1e label olacelet in relation to ntode A/
560 int f.i;
561
562 color(clbl);

564 switc'" (plIace) 4

565 case 3

568 cr.ac((xxt(22(8*i)))vytamestzzJ 8
569 zz++,
570
571
572 else 4

574 charac((sxx(3-(R*1 ))),vye'nameslz]);
575 zz++3
576 I
577
578 break;
579 casp
Sao if(1113-25O) 4
SRI fnr(iz0o1iC2;it+) 4
582 cIharc((axQi(6*l))eYYlZ2flaees(Zzz)f

set,,.i:i,(;~t

5970~*

592

599
b00 else I

156
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601 tor(i:0;,<23i++) 4
602 ca(w.3~8i)~v1ga~szJ)
b03 Zr,,;
604

606 break;
b07
608 retur*n;
609)

611
612 Iink() I
613 /* function links modes bv information stored in iotbl '
614 int arc# in( ")I ,out ('JOI oclot in JaG Pclmtout (4401
615 tnt contentIctt kmmaxinctr,mraxoutctID tptnxinyooutxtoutv3
618
b17 color(1'J)
618 Co !entziotbl 12];
619 ktrzl1
620 bwhie~comtent!=O) C
621 eraximctrzintol fkt.13
622 for(i:O;iccontpmtfl4,3
623 t-+
624 inii jotbl litr) ;
625S
626 k t r +

628 mfkxoutct rziottIiKtrg;
629 fogri:0;i~content;i*,)

631 out(ilziotbltktr);
632
633 for(n=O'.)-a~inctr;n,.) f

635 +,I* 1= :; 1 <nnrt'1ot ;1 4+) 4
63b if(im~ol*:1,nktbl Ill[01) 4
637 nlotintolzi1
638 lcnbrplot;
639 1

643 tor(ozO;mj~mawcurcti.;v+,) I
b44 69 rotout lol =0;

696 i (u!kI I nktt'I 12 1 4
647 ( '', kt It%) =1

651
b%3 fortk=).((.-inctrk+) I

659A f o PI i ir<: a x.u t c t r i +

656 azinlkl;

Oil fowr(lzO;l~nhrplotfl++) 4
6S9 if(lnikt6l111110):..) I
660 inxali nktbil lII1113

K, 157
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661 jrvvl inktbl (13(2J;
662 ns-lt
663
6614
665 fOr(m=Oemflblt;m+'+) 4

666 if( Iin~ktt, I1,n) 10) zb)4

667 out,:
1 inktt'l (ml (113

668 OUtVyl insctbl tui'l (231
669 fmlfbrgl otI

670
671 1
672 1 imes(inx~inyvOutx,OutV)3
673
6714
675S
676 kr+

678 )
679 return;
680
681
682
683 lines(xlevlpw~pv?) I
6814 irnt lmkcase,xty;
685
686 if(s1:ZX2) 4
687 if(yl(:vz1
6 88 if(xl::,2) Inkcase23;
669 else 4
690 if(yl::y2) Inkcase*0i
691 else Inkcase'4;
69?
693)
6914 el seI
695 ,x1s)lnkcaseli
696 else 1rmkCasec3;
697
698
699 else 4

701 jyif(v?) 4 mcs~2

702 PISP 1nkCiS!'
7
;

103 1
7014 else lr.n-,3fO;

$707 case 0:

713 rtre3K;
7Ila case 1

717 v zv2,?;

718 sowt(.4v1v,)
719 e'It(wgt,14Wy
720 breakt

158
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721 ease 2:
722 ser7mm(xl.?0,yI ,K?4?Ovy2);
723 rzm2e20D;
724a yzy22
725 secv~mt (xt',ygEj,Vy;
726 seo~mM tx t'4?,y fv,)J
727 raK
728 case 3:
729 seqmnt(xl,vl+20*xa2-20);
730 x =it2;
731 VY-O
732 seornC (X-Qfy-Qv, v);
733 Sam~~~-,~)
734* broiak;
735 case 4:
736 se'ntfx2 *2S,yI+24,v2-2PY2-2*);
737
738 vsy42-16;

7190 seejqm~xfv6*wY);

74*1 seat(224,y2-2G,x,y);
74*2 b re a k
74i3 ease 5:
7041 se~imrnt (vI24J,y1-21*,x2-21PY224);
74S5 Y~x2-16;
71*b v?1n;
74*7 seQ'-t (wvyb,xv);
740 seaTt (xt,vpx,y)i
7149 serj-'n(x2-2l,Y2+2QfxfY);
750 b reak
751 case 6:
752 s5vmt (w1?Ua,yl?'J,x42ey2+2Q);
753 xz%2*16;
754* y2?,1;
755 Seallnt(afyt6v, xu)I
ISb 5eaY'lmt (K 4b.Yo X~ y) ;

750 tes- 7:

761 a~w2*lo;
762 vzy2-16;
7o3

7o eturn;

77? se Iee t( 4

777 vrimtfia**?-i~R ARE X VEPSIONS TO THIS GRAPHICS PACKAGE \n");
770 pInf( LEASE SELECT ONE OF THE FOLL06lING VLI*SIONS: \m");

70 aceintl a( 2 VRSION I ... PEIPI-NET PACKAGE......... YPE I \ m~");

IS o m
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781 orintf(* VERSION 2 ... PACKET REPRESENTATION ... TYPE 2 \n*);

782 oritt(' VERSION 3 ... MULTIROUTING PACKAGE TYPE 3 \n");
783 n = 0;
78, twice:space(2);
785 orint ("**.->');
78b n++;
787 i = 0;
788 while ((vzoetCharo) '\M@) j
789 vOuftil = v;
790 i+ ;
791 )
792 vbufil M 1\01;
793

79'5 whi1e(vbuf[il != '\O') i

796 v ufUi;
797 if(n::l) (
798 s.itch(v) 4

799 case 1:
800 vers
801 break;
802 case '?,:
803 vers = 2;
804 break;
805 case '3*:

806 vers = 3;

807 break;
08 default:

809 Dintf
810 ('***-,incorrect version try again!");
811 ooto ecain;
812 break;
813 )
81u +

816 else (
817 s.itch(v) I

818 case '0':
819 set 2 0;
820 break;
821 ca-e '1':
822 set a 1;
823 brpAk;
824 case '2':
825 set 2 2;

82b trea;
F827 de4AuIt:
828 orintf
82Q (",**-incorrpct gonisco set try apaim");

830 vrrmi t
831 [" set selection shoulo tbe 0,1,or");
832 n 1;

IR 833 'Icto r4tce:
830 b real(
835
836 i++:
837 )
838 1
839 jt(ns:l) I
lo0 soace(2);

160
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841 oif"t-O SELECT THE GENISCO SET YCU YvISH \n");
842 rijntf(" T4E PRIGPAM\ TO BE DISPLAYED TO... n)
843 orirntf(" I,.- CS L4 EITHER SETO, SETI OR~ SET2 \n*);
84J4 ioto twilce;
845
846 return:

051 /kmaksinitial state of systemi by callingq aporopriate function '

S53
8514I bol =filel;
855 ofltcolor:3;
858 c0lor(jf Itc.71or);
8457 no=2
a858 ctroverflowzO;
859 while ((q=(ool->nameotr)) .1=0) i
860 i#l((bz(bcI->C%1ot)) !Z0) 4.
861 switch(vers)
862 case 1:
863 iverslO)
864h ?Heak;
865 case 2:
ebb i vers2(col our);
867 breakc
868 case 3:
869 ivers3(colour);
870 break;
871)

8782 rred1

881 Oct+;

873 color(14);

VS0 orereado );

87 hi I t ()

880 t isola()4
801 hnt d()

893 tieolo()i

897; or intr 1("*t" 0 550 i 4F m
F88 retur ;

80 Alu 7I i

A a161
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901 i+
902
903 tbuf(i)= \1'
909
905 4 0;
906 whi~le(tnuflCU! '%0h)
907 t im i n a t r u f I

912 goto tim'e;

915 1

916
417
918 iversl()
919 int eextyrz;
Q20 char check;
921
922 ez(tao1)marxer);
923 x=(ho1)>xcord);
92aJ y(tol->vCorI);
925 =tlnaerl
926 t1((check~na'esLz~41J)V1 & (checkznales~z+1)z0')
927 rn(Ox.l51(y3,d"e
928 1
929 else I
930 i 4(cmeck~nam,!s~z+l)=z1' ) orintq(0,x-14.0,511.-(v2)."%d",e);
931 else it(,l.,1.y)"de

932
933 return;
934
q35
936
937 ivers2(colour) I
938 tnt e,xyez;
939 Char check;
940
991 e =(tw 1- r k4-r )

94S if((cheCk~r,.m-S[Zsll)!='1 I (CIheCkM~afeS(z1)W:0) I
9~ oc~t2(w.y'e'ColoUr);

94d else i

950 else or- ~l -
qc; I
952 ret urn;
95S3 )
9541

956 ivers3(cilour) i
957 Char kepc.,*IotI;

j958 imt a~aaptpov,cpccfclrlftredl ,f~k,n,StaCketotalox#YJ
9

9b0 totelzoi
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961 nml
962 xz(ho1-)Corj);
963 V(o-cr)

965 b= (bo I->rnameot r)
966 c=(bol->arker);

968

989 if(c>O) I
q70 bor(ix0;i,.c;i++) 4
971 kotr z &nanestb+a-21;
Q72 keeo = Akoti.;
973 clirlnJzatoiC&keeo);
97'4 1,41;
975
976
977
978 kotr &n-v"es~bea1;
979 keeo, = ',Otiri

9S1 st aC k ztol S eeo);

983 1if(na'es (he(a-1 )I::2' stackcstackt20;
984 else stack = stc + 10;
985 1
Q86
987 for(iZOHistacklI;it+)
998 tNO I f.+
989 aaz(b*o1),enQth);
990 bc=(bO,->nameotr);
991 CC=(oo1->marke.)
992 t~tal~totalIecc
993 if~cc>0) 4
994 fcr(k=O;wkcc;k*,) 4
995 nr &mames~bb+aa-2D;
9Q6 keec = kotrJ
997 cl1~n1:atoi(&keeo);
998 m+
999
1000 1
1001
1002 if(namenq(o411 1: && na-mes(b+1l!=20'1 4
1003 ockt3
lO004 (x,v,total ,cl 121 ,cl t*21 ici e 31 ,clreC4Il,clir(5),cl * 1b1,cI rl71o
1005 co1oui.;
100b6
1007 else

1009 else nto(nt.,x-14.0,51 I .- (y+2) , %el*, total)

1010
1011 returnS

4 10121
1013
10141
1015 rorpal( f1 41) 4
101b jmt oucket(2,coultf,f(,i,nvrtrns;
1017 i f( f Ian! 1) 1
1018 I~lqI
1029 fd = ooem (fP)ufp 0);
1020 if (fcq<:0) 4
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1021 Printf("**-error occurred in ocening fd file');
1022

L1023 fdfhufI:ICU
1024J to =ooen (qhUf, 0);
1025 if (#fozO) f
102b orimtf("**-error occurred in onenino fq file");
1027
1028 fdqbufzfg;
1029
1030 if((countzread (tdfhuf, bucket, 2))!=2) 4
1031 Pintf("**->error occurred in fo bucket read");
1032
1033 if((countzread (fdfnufo buffer,(ievents*2)))!=(ievents*2)) i
1034 vrintf("**->rror occurreo in huffer read");
1035
1038 if(Ucountzreac (fdjobuf, bucicet, 2))!=2) 4
1037 orint*(II**-error occurred1 in fo bucket reads);
1038
103Q if((countzreai (flanufs cntrl#23))12) 4
1040 orintf(-**-3error occurred in cntrl read");
10'I1 1,
101J2 if(cntrl 101=:0)(
1043 space(2);

1044orintf("**t he last network state has been achieved");
10'*5 kthframezfrafres+U;

1046 soace(2);

1051
1052 else r~ 4nr 0 2

1053 i#((count~reaa (flacuf. firinq,nbrtrns))!L nbrtrns)4

1054 oriintfk"**->error occurred in firina read*);
1055
1056 1
1057
105!1 else i
1059 close(fidlbuf);
1060 close(ldgbuf);

1061

1 062 return;
1063
I 06'*

1066 nllire()
1067 in?
1060

* 2069
't1070 taocountzo;

1071 tort i:(;icmtrli (01 ,,4 I
1072 tfI2
1073 foe.(j: jtipimzfi2 -1: it) I
107*4L2+
1075

1077 out tol :(,c2->outtrn);

1079 fnr(k=O;Ik<(Iaxnctrk+*)

l0g0 intbl1.;
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1081 in (k[) miot I Iintbi I;
10(42 1

1083 iawoutctr:iolr,1(outtb1l;
1084 for(1=0;1,cmaxoutctr;l++) A
1085 Outti,)#+;
1086 outtliziottwI[outtioll;
1087
lose5 for(o;maxinctp++! 4

1089 Oloti ijco121

1093 lznbrplot;
1090
1095
1096
1097
1098 for(*=O;ocmaxoutctr;o++)4
3099 olotout(0101;
1100 for(1:O;1c;%b,.o1Qtfl4)
1101 11 (Out (ol ::1inktbl II1(01 ) 4
1102 00rut)I

1104
1105
1106
1107 fi:P(k=,;'aint;ct*) 4
1108 for(Q=O;Q<Maxoutctr9o+)4
1109 if(c10tin3.Iizz1 && Diotout(q)=21) 4
1110 for (mt0'"cbr*ot mf+,)I
MI1 if(11rmkt0l(ml(0J::im~kI) f
1112 imx=1 imkItbl (ml111)
1113 inYZl iM~tbl[ml [21;
I110 mcnbrol ot,
il15
1116
1117 for(n=O;n~nbro1otrm+*)
1l18 i*(1inkctb) (ni (01::out (gi
1119 outxzl 4mktb1 [nI 113

1120 outv=1imktbI(nJ(2H;I1121 nmoroot I
112Z
1123

1127 ViI P t tC U I Zi4%V
I1126 c u9qTC tOt ou r~~'it tut x
1 I2 ..Qvrjr Irp r ccu~r 1Zut V;
13I30

V 1131
1132

* 1133
1134
1135 return;j
1136
1137
1138
1139 lnkrvt()f
1140 i'nt ieimxveinvee*twpoucy;
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11141

1144' jmxz xinstore(i);
ilLS imy: Vinsforefil;

11'&8 1 ines(inx,inv,outtQuty);
1149
1150 return;
I1t5 1)
1152
1153
1155 t40
11'Jstsc( I
1156 if (ithframe~S0 &I kthfr8Me'fIPameS9l)
1157 orereaa(2);
1158 ifkhrp!zrMsl A
1(59 ?ie)
1160 ltmn,:'
1161 disclaoi
1162 oause(1);
1163
116'(
1165
1166 return;
1167

1173

11706 akm(
1177 /* functoino diooaw sucessi've iter ataoso thget meach pss
1178 tornthflor~rane:0; k rkenexiat; ht.e)

1179 ol- stael;

1181 m -- 2;

1183

1190 if Ct'.am30 A
list reset; vp.s
1192 color(1 1?

11894 tt'ArV zd*k

11166
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2202 vers2(colouui)
1202 tek

1203 case 3:
1204 vers3(colour);
1205 breakc;

1206)
1207
1208 i cr+

1209 Uf(afltcclor!=
3 ) color(3);

1210 oft

1211 crow =(ct -> Plot);
1212
1213 dfltcolor19o
1214 color(ofiltcalor);

1215 cnlour=1
3 ;

121b orit(0,3O.,4e0.,'I%F. FRAME z%: r)

1217 it~timm1111I oause(2);
1218 Iftrvt0;
1219 bpil filet;
1220
1221 orereaoC3);
1222 return;
1223 1
122"
1225
1226 cyrflow() I
1227
1228 imt Ixy
1229
1230 io
1231 while~overfltowtbMIN1fCO1OJ
1232 %zovertlowrb HI (01:
1233 vzoverflowtOMIj1llI

1235 4Oc(MA

1236
1237 else 4
1238 bOk(5)1,l.Y

0 I'(3).51yl)

1239
.4 3240 overtlowth)(MHIZ1=;

1?2 overflowth1HM13lJO
1242 i+
1243 l
1244~ return;

124I8 verglo 4
12,19 imt e~ffevaj

12SU C~er CheCck;

1?52 e:z.ufferlictri;

1259
1260 IfrChckzn~ms~r3(Z.1IP) i
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1261 else orinto(Otw1'l.O,51 1.-(y-9),"%dg*e);
1262
1263 return;
1264
1265
1266
1267 vers2(colour) I
1268 imt 'ark,EDy~z;
b26 9  char ce~ck;

12770 cc2xymakclu)
1271 xf((o-chknmso +J):I@ rnQOd-4051.(+)';"mr)

1282 return; crd)
1283 mrzbfe~itl

1277

1285

1286 vers3(colour)I
1287 int apaa,b,nbrnTark~q~arks,clrtfiredj ,j,k,stacketotal~xoyJ

1288 Char keeoo*Icatr;

129 a(c-lnt)

1297 total ota ia
1298 Mfal; )

1299 y fbllorjOar; 4)

1301 kxbl-ae rkot

13004or2Kaet~-1

1306 ++

13084 ee
1309 Itc:tl(ke3

1311
1312 at 2 fnaes (b.a-)l :' tc;tc*0

13 kee 2 Io

1309 else stck : stkk eo30
1310

1317 ls
1324 orj0i(mck.1iJ*9) '2' 4tcztc+0
131S ele tak sac +30

13168
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1321 aa=(hl-.W1emth)i
1322 hbb:Col-n-ameotr);
1323 markSzouffeviCtr);
S32C4 fOta :COtal mw.ks;
1325 i f Opar~s).O) I
1326 for(K:0;k<cmarkSk+li 4
1327 krr- names(bbtaa-21;
1328 keeo a kotr;
1329 cli.Inj~atoU&keee);
1330 n+
1331
1332
1333
1334 i t(maeS(b'111tP 99 mames(b+I1:')
1335 P k t 3
1336 (xov.total,clrilI ,clrt2J~ciri3l,clr('&lgclr(51,clr~bleiprAi,
1337 colour);
1338
133Q else 4
13/40 color(3)3

1342 else rn(Ox1JO5 .(9)"doa)
1343
1344 return;
1345
1346
1347
1340g ockt?2Ux'xi spyazi s,ioit ,cl ass) i
1 34Q?
1350 switch(ooint) 4
1351 c&,e 0:
IM5 break;
1353 case 1:
I 354 lc(xvs3~.51I*(ai~)1Dxws*)1.1.yss)1
13S5 break;

f135b case 2:

1335 breaK;
1360 case 3:

1369, bre,%c;
* 1165 case 41:

1370 hreek;
1371 case 5:

1377 5ac

* 1376 Case c
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1382 block((xaxiss7)*1.,511. -(vavis*3)e1., (xauise13)tl.,51 I *(yaxts-3Jal.);

1384 olock((xaxis-I 3)&! .,511 (yaxis*13)*1.. (vaxis-7)*1.1 51 l..(Yaxis'7 )*1.);
1385 break;
1386 case 7:
1387 lc((ai-)1,1 (yxs31.(axs31.51(yxs)1)

1391 block((xaxis*7))*.,511.(Yais3)tI ., (xaais+1)*l.f511.-(vaxis-3)*1.);

1392 block((xaxis-13)*1 .,511 .-(yaxis*13)'1.,(xaxis-7)'1.,511.-(yaxis)*.);

1303 block((xaxlsll)&1.,5I.(Yaxis*13)*1.,(xaxis
71)*.,511.(Yais)*I.)

1305 ovefo(vat7)*1 vrfolf)=axs

1006 color(class);
1407 Vt1tcolorzclass;.11408 if(KaXiS3? 5O)
1009 prjntg(0, Kexis+38.OS1II.-Yaxjsud",Point-7);
1410
toill elIse 4

1414 break;

I a1

1421o ckt ((ui)1.5 1.(als3*1,axixis*3)*1.,511.-Cyax~pbm3)*1.)Is

147 cvlor (c2) I

142bloCk((wxxS-3)*1.,'51 1.-(vaxiS?3)*l., (xaxis43)*I .151 ..(Yaxis-3)*1.)5

14170
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143411 coloe(c3);
1'4'2 c~lock((wavis-3)s1.,511.-(yaxiul13)*.1.(xaxis+3)*1 .,511.-(yaxist7)*l.)$
1443 breakI
1444 case 44:
1445 color~cl);

1447 Color~c2);

14495 colorwgxs3a.5 (0)yx5)a.(ei*)h ,1.(axs1)1

141 color(c2);

1452' bloCk((gavls-13)b1.,51 .-(Yaxise3)'1., (xaxis-73)*I.,511..(Yaixis-3)*1.);
14465 breakc;
1454 case 6:
14467 color(cl);

1480 cae7
14481 color(c4);
24482 b~locKc(xaxis-3)*1..51l.-(Yawis+3)*1.. (xaxis13)A1.u511.-(vaxis-3)*1.),
14683 coerC2)i

14485 cse 6: )

1487 color(c44);

1489 color(c2);

14491 color(e6)Z

1493 coloi(ca)I

* 2494. blocxi((xaxist7)1.,511.(yais1 3)* .,(xaxis13)&2.,5l1 .-(Yaise7)hl.);
1479 break;

1400 color(c2);
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1501 block((xaxis-3)*1.,511..(yaxist3)*1.,(xaxis+3)*1.,511.-(yaxis-3)*.);
1502 color(c2);
1503 ble(ax-3'.S .yxs).,ais31.51(as3).;
1504 color(c3);

IS~O color(cah);
1507 block((xavis+7)h1.,511.-(vaxis+3)*1 .. (xaxis+13)'1.,511.-(Yauis-3)*2.);
1508 color(c5);
1509 ~ c(x~s1)1,I.(ai+)1exxs7*.5 .(ai3*.
1510 color(cb);

1522 color(c7);
1513 block((waxist7)ht.,511.-(Yaxistl3)*1., (xaxisl13)*1.,521.-(yaxis*l)'l.)I
1514 coior(class);
I515 of Itcolor~c lass;
1516 if(Wexis)2s0) I
1517 arinto(O~saxisi+38.0,51 1.-yaxis,Xd*total-7);
1518
1529 else
1520 arimtg(Qpxaxis-50.0,511 .-vaxis,"%d",total 7);
1521
1522 b~reak;
2523
1524 r-etur-n;

1525)
1526
1527
1528 rest() I
152Q I. reset function for successive networ-k iterations 5

1531

1532 if(vestsS:: vervsz:?) 4
1533 for(i=t);inmhrpIot;i1+) I
I53" color(201;
1535 .21 imktbl iii ni;
1536 y~l ,nkth)[ (1215
1537 zzl inbtb) H)131
1538 ilz::0) 4
1539 ledx)1 51.y) .(V3 ll.(131 i

1541
1542 else IIS4
1546

1508 else

1549 for(izU;i~tblctr-1II.)
1550 color(1O)3
1551 waumiquotbl iII(111
1552 yxumicuettelli)(2J

3 1553 zzuninuetbl i)( 311
1554 if(ZZZ01

1555
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196 1
15621

ISt,4 return;
1565
1560
1567
15b8 Coltab() 4
1569 imt i3
1570
3571 izlt*16;
1572 ldl(..5l,); /* color 0 '
1573 /*cli.Q~O0; I color I *
157'i loacol(i++,15.0,O); /4 color 2 9

1575 loaclol(i++015g15,O)3 /* color 3 '
157 6 loicol(i+t,12,0#12); /* color 4 a
1S77 lodc~l(i++.5,5.l2); I' color S
1578 /*1o~*,6b5; l color 6 9

3579 lo~col(i++,S,3.3); /* color 7 9

1580 lodcl0l(i+t,IjD6.lO); /* color 8 9

1581 lojcol(i+bl2,S,5); /* color 9 '

1582 lodjcol(lti+,5S,3); /* color 10*
1583 lorcol(i++,l2,l2,O); /* color It*
1584 )oaco1(it.,d#,3); I' color 12/
1585 )olcol(jtt,s,4,2); I' color 13 '
1586 lo~co1(if+,,,,); /* color 14/
3587 lojeol(i++.6,0.O); I' color 15 a
1588 return;
1589
I590

1593

3594 /aa* END OF PROGRAM LINKGRAPH.C a.aa*

1595 /a~~**aa*a
1590
1597
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